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Air Force general visits MSU;
to meet with university officials
Air Force Gen James K Allen.
commander-in-chief of the
Military Airlift Command at Scott
Air Force Base. Ill . will be on the
campus of Murray. State University today and Friday as one of the
finalists in the presidential
search
The 57-year-old Lousiville
native is scheduled for several
meetings while on the campus, including sessions with the board of
regents, the president, other top
administrators, students. and
faculty and staff.
Allen. who began his present diity assignment in June 1981. served
three )ears as superintendent of
the U S Air Force,Academy in
Colorado Springs, Colo He was
promoted to general in 1977 shortly after completing his tenure al
the Air Force Academy
Among ht' othcr noire recent
SETTING UP THE SHOW — Murray Middle School Principal John Hine (lilt) and Paul Meier (light), artistic and executive director of Market House Theatre, Paducah, help mime artist Keith Berger prepare for
his recent performance at MILS. Berger, who was born in France,has his own pantomime school in New York
City. He is in this area through the efforts of several school districts in the area and the Market House Theatre
to promote arts and education in western Kentucky. Berger's tour in Kentucky will end with two full-length
evening concerts on March 18 and 19 at the Market House Theatre at$ p.m. Tickets are $5 and $6. He will also
conduct two three-hour workshops on the art of mime Saturday, March 12 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Cost is $10. For
reservations or more information contact the Market House Theatre at 444-681S.

SocialSecurity plan going to Senate
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP -- In a
move that would affect virtually
every American, the House has
weed a $165.3 billion plan to
rescue Social Security by imposing higher payroll taxes, curbing
benefits and raising the retirement age from 65.
By a 282-1411 vote Wednesday
night, the House sent the measure
to the Senate, where the finance
committee was expected to wrap
up work on its version of the
package today. The full Senate is
expected to vote next week.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., expressed
confidence today that the Senate
would quickly pass legislation
similar to that/ adopted by the
House.
He was asked if the measure
would be identical to the House
bill and he replied."1 wouldn't say
that."
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., 1)-Mass., predicted
Congress will have the legislation
on President Reagan's desk by the
end of the month.
The House bill follows the bipartisan recommendations of the National 'Commission on Social
Security Reform, calling for affluent retirees to pay income tax
on half their benefits; a six-month
delay in this,July's .cost-of-living
Increase; accelerated payroll tax
Increases; a boost in the levy on
the self-employed, and mandatory
Social Security coverage for new

federal workers.
system.
Those measures are supposed to
In addition, people between the
keep Social Security solvent ages of 40 and 23 would have to
through the rest of the decade and
wait until age 66 to draw full
solve two-thirds of the system's Social Security benefits, and peolong-term,$1.9 trillion deficit.
ple under /1 would have to wait
During House consideration. until age 67.
legislators voted 27,1141:12.to-accept--- The House also rejected. 296an amendment by Rep. J.J. .132, a rival amendment offered by
Pickle, 13-Texas, to eliminate the
82,year-old Rep (laude Pepper.
remaining 'third of the long-term
D-Fla., to leave the retirement
deficit by gradually increasing the
age at 65 and rely instead on a 0 53
retirement age from 65 to 67 in the
point payroll tax hike in 2010 to
next century.
solve the long-term shortfall
The Senate package is expected
to parallel the House measure.
"It has taken this House two
years to make the journey from
crisis to compromise," said House
Republican Leader Robert H.
By MERRILL HARTSON
Michel of Illinois.
Associated Press Writer
"For the last two years, we have
WASHINGTON PAP) -- At least
watched the fuse burn on Social
six assistants to President Reagan
Security -- paralyzed by partisan
have been dismissed in a shakeup
bickering," said Rep. Dan
at the White House office that
Rostenkowski, 13-Ill., chairman of
dials with outside interest groups,
the House Ways and Means Comgovernment sources say.
m i t tee. "As Washington
maneuvered for political adFaith Ryan Whittlesey. brought
vantage, the balance in the retirehome from an ambassadorship in
ment fund continued to fall."
Switzerland to head the Office of
Rep. Bill Frenzel, R-Minn..
Public Liaison, would not say
reflected the feelings of many of
Wednesday how many presidenhis colleagues when he said the
tial advisers had been ousted from
rescue package "isn't my choice,
her department
but it's the only choice. ... If the
But in a telephone interview,
bill falls we will all deserve the
Whittlesey confirmed the
chaos that will result."
housecleaning, saying she wanted
Under the bill, the 116 million
"a fresh start,e new team ''
Americans paying into the Social
Other administration sources.
Security system and the 36 million
talking about the dismissals only
people receiving benefits will
the condition they not be named
share the burden of bailing out the
publicly, said that Virginia
Knauer, who advised Reagan on
consumer and aging issues, was

rm,
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By WILLIAM KRONHOLM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON'Al''
Anne
McGill Burford is gone, but eongrestonal investigators 'owed on
letup in their scrutiny of the Environmental Protection Agency.
which she left crippled by rim,
.
troversy' over allegations of
mismanagement and Conflict of
interest.
-The investigation will con
tinue. The saga is Just going to
begin," Rep. Elliott H lxvitas, I).
Ga. said Wednesday after President Reagan accepted :with great
regret" Mrs. Burford's resignation as EPA administrates-, for the.
past 22 months.
Mrs. Burford said the furor over
the EPA and her direction of it
had disabled the agency and
distracted Reagan from pursuing
his domestic and international

goals Reagan called her departure an occasion of sorrow for us
all
EPA Deputy Administrator
John Hernandez will serve as
Wig administrator until a successor to Mrs Burford is found
But the. chairmen of the half.1.,/111 congressional panels incsagating EPA said their probes
into possible wrongdoing- and
mismanagement within the agenwill continue unabated
•- Anne Gorsuch-Burford is not
the. issue," said Rep. Mike Syriar.
1)-I ikia . chairman of the House.
Govenunent Operations subcommittee OD the environment.
_ issue is the operation of the Env ri mine:gal Protection Agency
and the implementation of our en
vironmental laws" •
•We will continue MIN investigation until .'n re -k 13 overturned

among those given a pink slip
There were conflicting reports
on Knauer's status. The.
Washington Past reported in Auday's edition.s that Whittlesey had
Asked Knauer to stay
Knauer, contacted at her home
Wednesday night, said, when asked if she had been fired -That's
all wrong. There's supposed to be
a dental of that."
Asked if anyone had asked her
to step down, she said: '' I haven't
talked to anyone It was not
discussed
These things get
messed up . It's unfortunate"
A White House official, who
spoke only on condition his name
not be used, said late Wednesday
night that Knauer might be on the
way out but suggested this fart
might not have been communicated to her
Other presidential assistants
who were fired, the sources said,
were: Wayne Valls, who handled

relations with business. Robert
Ronald', liaison with organized
labor. Henry Zuniga, Hispanics.
Michael Gale. Jewish groups.
Jack Burgess. Catholics and fitrin
groups. and Thelma I higgin •
minorities and women, who headed a 50-state project to eliminate
state laws that discriminate
against women
The Washington Post, he)wever.
said Whittlesey would keep Gale
And the paper, said William
Triplett. liaison to groups cecil
cerned with crime and education.
had been ousted
The administration sources said
that only two White House aides
holding the rank of special asststent to the president
Morton
Hlaékwcll and Dee Jensen- were
retained by Whittlesey, who succeeded Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole at the helm of the
liaison office.

the state Department of Law Enforcement said of the report. "Our
official stance is no comment."
Chicago police Lt. August
Locallo said his department
knows nothing about a prime
suspect. He said the police. whose
Investigation of the case be has
headed, have no suspect "at all"
resembling the one in the USA To
day report.
Police are no closer to solving
the case than they were months
ago, he said.

11c (wiled the B S degree in
inlitary engineering at the United
States Military Academy and the.
S degree in business ad- iinistration at tleorg
Washington University Allen is
also a graduate of the Army Command and General _Staff Caeite
and the Industrial College of the
Armed - Force's. Ile ?odds an
honorary doctorate from the.
University of lienver.
Allen is marricil to the former
Kathryn I A'WIS of Inilynapohs.
Ind They have. two children, Jer
frey and Kathryn

and every fact uncovered.- sa.
Rep James Scheuer. I IN 1
chairman of the House. Sciencc
and Technology subcommittee on
the eillaronment

But-ford. uho planned to disi•uss
her resignation at a new, conference. today. said she 7-ould
longer take. the pressor c of the in
vestigationes and media attentiim
She said Iteagan accepted the
resignation after .she told him she
believed she. had done a good job
and he. -observed that it didn't
seeni.to be getting out. in the neWs
media "

OVC tourney
support urged
I /avid rahani • president of the.
Stcirras--(',,ll,cua y County .
Chamber of I'ominerce. announc-..
ed today that the chamber is urging all area businesses With
changable marquises and signs to
use them this IA erkeild tit promote
the oho, Valley Conference tournament- to be played at Murray
State ITroversitY
-We are asking that these signs
be used-to welcome out-of-towners
to Murray. and to the tournament and also to openly support the
Racers," he said.
Ile explained that letters were .
sent to several area businesses
concerning _this matter but also
emphasized that anyone with a
t hangable sign- is invited to parricipatt. in this community
endeavor.

cloudy & cold
Today,cloudy and cold with a
little light snow or flurries little or no accumulation High in
the, tow to. mid . 30s and 'ail-thwest winds 10 to 15, mph
Tonight cloudy and rold with a
few flurries. Low in the mid to
upper 20s‘with northwest winds
10 to 15 mph. Friday cloudy and
cold but with slow clearing ,
beginning late'in the day High
in the mid to upper 30s with northwest winds 10 to 15 mph
LAKE LEVF:IS
Lake Barkley
. 356;,
Kentucky Lake
'3656
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Former Attorney General
Tyrone Fahner, who was
spokesman for the task force investigaUng the killings until he
was defeated in the Nov 2 general
election, could not be reached for
comment despite repeated attempts
• -la Its report Wednesday,thc
of the national newspaper's debut
In Chicago, USA Today quoted on
unidentified source close to the
case al myth&"We know who did
It. We Just have to prove it."
The source would not identify
the suspect or the evidence being
weed,the newspaper said.
I

Distinguished Service Medal with
one oak leaf cluster. the 1.egion of
Merit with tu oak leaf clusters,
the Distinguished Flying Cross
witt! two oak leaf clusters and
vat loos other combat and service_
atk arils

EPA head hands in resignation

Seven presidential advisers ousted

Tylenol case reports
about suspect conflict
CHICAGO (AP) - Investigators believe they know who
put cyanide Into Tylenol capsules,
killing 'eves" people, bid lack
enough solid evidence to make an
arrest. USA Today reported.
Police and the
however,
denied knowledge of such a
suspect.
The nevrpaper said a Chicago.
area man was targeted as the
prime suspect in the case about
Oct. 9, leas than two weeks after
seven Chicago-ores people died
from taking poisoned ExtraStrength Tylenol capsules.
"I don't Marne where the heck
they're getting that from," maid
FBI spokesman Anthofty
Delarenzo.
"I don't want to say it's erroneous —.that's not proper to
do," Delorenzo added. "The
(newepaper) may have talked to
somebody who said something
like that. We have suspects, just
like in any other calls. But we
don't have any hot suspects like
this article would indicate."
"1 really couldn't make a comment either way about it," Commander Edward M. Clsowski of

assignments were deputy
commander-in -chief. t' S Euro
pean Command. Stuttgart. Ger
many.. from 1979 to 1981 and chief
of staff. Supreme Headquarters
Allied Powers Europe SHAPE
Mons, Belgium,from 1977 to 1979
He has also served as chief of
staff of Strategic Air Command
headquarters and as special assistant to the Air Force chief of staff
A command pilot, Allen has
flown .a wide variety of aircraft
since he was commissioned a se-,
cond lieutenant in 1948 and earned
hiS-pilotings iii 1941.'lie flew in
both Korea and Vietnam
His decorations include medals
from - the goveripnents of France.
the Sudan and the Republic of
Korea Allen has also been awarded -a number of UeS decorations.
including the Defense Distinguished Service Medal the Air Force
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"MCNAMARA% BAND" — Second grade music V'
01 Mangle Shown at Southwest Elementary
Scheel try to keep with the beat of "McNiiinare's Bend," an old fr
ansiody. Members of the bend include
Jason Hale:Shoo Lamb and Michael Dale The
(frem Mk front) Misty Ernstberger, Scott Conklin,(
activity was held in conjunction with Use "Music in thJdioois Week"observation.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Subscribers who lichrs.apot
received their home delivered
copy of The *ems ledger & Tine.
by 5 30 p m Monday Friday or
by 3 30 ti rn Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1116 between I:31
p.n. sod 6 p.m., nes* three,k friday, sr 3:34 p.m. awl 4 p.m. Softerdews.
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Federal farm loan deferral bill in the works
one-year deferral on repayment of
By BOB HOC
the principle and interest on his
Ausociated Press Writer
loans from the Farmers Home AdWASHINGTON API
The
ministration.
House Agriculture Committee.
The Republican-controlled
seeking to help financially stugglSenate Agriculture Committee aping farmers, is working on a bill
that would authorize the govern- e proved deferral legislation last
week without objection from any
ment to defer payments on federal
member, and Sen. Jesse Helms.
farm loans The Reagan adR-N.C., its chairman, said the full
ministration opposes the
Senate would vote on the bill soon.
Measure
Congressional budget analysts
-We have foreclosures taking
have already said the deferral
place every da). some of which I
plan will cost the government $1.9
think are unnecessao
and
billion in lost revenues.
there IA very little bring done
Agriculture Secretary John
about it," said Rep Ed Jones, 13Block, expressing strenuous obTenn . eh:own-tan of the credit subjections to that and other provicommittee
sions of the bill, has alreadyudvisJones, with Republo an as well
ed the House committee's ranking
as Democratic support, is working
Republican, Illinois Rep. Edward
on (he emergency farm credit
Madigan, that he will be forced to
legislation, which the full committee is expected to endorse, "seriously consider recommending a veto to the president" if the
possibly toda)
deferral section is retained
The measure would require that
"The precedent set and potenany eligible farmer be given a

tiel damage done to the good
credit standing of our agriadtural
industry by the imposition of Mandatory deferral-moratorium
legislation coupled with the
budget impact and administrative
burden . leave us no choice but to
strongly oppose their inclusion in
any credit legislation enacted."
Block said.
But while the committee began
work on the credit bill Wednesday.
farmers from across the grainbelt
appeared before a House banking
subcommittee less than a block
away with claims that their onceprofitable operations are' being
ruined by government credit
policies

Fire department
answers two calls,
little damage done
The Murray City Fire Department answered a call at the Noble
Knight residence at 72$ Fairlane
Dr early today. Reports say the
fire originated, and was contained
in, a clothes dryer located in the
utility room of the home.
The only damage reported was
to the dryer and some fabric.
The department responded to a
call at Westvlew Nursing Home
shortly before 1 p.m Wednesday
Fire Chief James Hornbuckle
reports there was no fire and that
the alarm sounded due to a
sprinkler system valve malfunction.

IJFE HOUSE DONATION — Members of the Industrial Arts Club
at Calloway County High School are currently constructing glass-top
end tables like the completed ones above to donate to the Life House,
a crisis pregnancy center. The center provides free pregnancy
testing, counseling and information on the options that should be considered in the event- of an untimely pregnancy. Life House is funded
and operates through donations of both time and money from local
organizations, churches and individuals. Pictured above (from left
are Ronnie Bryan. senior, and Kevin Lamb, junior, members of the
Industrial Arta Club; Harold Arnett and Danny Claiborne, club advisors, and Dan Butler, co-director of Life House. Life House is
located at 1506 Chestnut and can be reached by calling 7534700. The
center and its programs are guided by the board of directors of Murray Christian Fellorship.

SIDS WORICSIODP — Ida Lyons, R.N., state SIDS coordinator with the ICastecity Cabinet for Haman
Resources Division of Maternal and Child Health, presented a onis-day Sodden Irdard Death Syndrome
workshop Wednesday at Murray-Calloway County HospitaL Approximately 40 nurses and social workers
from the Purchase Region attended. The workshop is a continuing education course approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing. Consultant presenters were Dr. Richard Greathouse, SIDS consultant, and Marie
Clendenin, section superrisor. Discussing the syndrome are(from left, seated) Dorothy Higginbotham, R.N.,
coordinator of nursing staff development; Lyons; (standing) Gale Cornelison, MCCH social work services
director, Sharon Lee, MCCH social work services intern; Gail Futrell, MCCH medical librarian; and Ann Ingle, R.N , coordinator of nursing staff development.

March designated Civiton membership month
March has been deilignated
Civitan Membership Month by the
Murray Civitan Club.
"The purpose of Civitan is to
serve the community," explained
Prentice Dunn, president of the
club "We do this by filling human

Theatre membership
meeting is Monday

'Radio Hour'
to be presented
OS

••

•
A/ •

needs that are not currently being
met by other clubs, organizations
or through individual effort.
"Our Civitan Club has programs that support mentally handicapped; provide scholarships to
Special Education majors at Murray State University; encourage

• ••

(EDITOR'S NOTE — The following is part of a critic's review on
"The 1540's Radio Hour," which will be presented at II p.m. Wednesday in Lovett Auditorium as part of the Murray Cline Music Aasociation season.)
A glowing mixture of golden tunes from the golden days of radio.
The MUSIC'from 'Chattanoogna Choo Choo' to 'Strike Up The Band'
proves splendidly memorable. Walton Jones has caught the atmosphere extraordinarily well."
— Clive Barnes. New York Post
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The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will hold its
annual membership meeting at 7
p.m. Monday in the Calloway
County Public Library.
The new slate of officers and
board of directors will be
presented for voting.
There will be reports on the new
director and the summer season
All members of the theatre and
other interested parties are urged
to attend, according to Pat Kiesow
of the theatre.

better citizenship; sponsor Scout
Troop."
Civitan is a association of 1,100
service clubs in seven nations
The majority of clubs assist youth
through a number of projects including Scouting, essay contests,
building parks and playgrounds,
and operating youth league
sports. Other Civitan emphasis
projects include aiding the mentally and physicaly handicapped
and supporting the International
Summer Special Olympics.
Formerly an all-male oganization, Civitan International is the
only major service club to open its
doors to women. The action was
taken by a vote of delegates attending the Civitan International convention in Boston in 1974.
If you would like to know more
about joining the Murray Civitan
Club, attend the Springfest
Meeting, March 17, at 7 p.m. at
The Homeplace Restaurant or call
753-5725 for Information.
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Health bill's
aim is to alter
way of thinking

•

The health legislation Just sent to Congress by the
Reagan administration may have been inspired, if
not written. by a psychologist. It deals with taxes, •
health insurance, and medical bills, but its Underlying purpose is to change the way Americans think
about the cost of medical care.
President Reagan is not the first to realise that a
big factor driving up the amount spent on medical
care in the United States is the something-fornothing illusion fostered by health insurance
especially government-sponsored programs like
Medicare and Medicaid and private plans in which
employers pay all or most of the premiums.
The assumption is that when people do not pay
directly for care, they visit doctors more often than
they need to. spend more days in hospitals than required.and undergo more expensive tests and procedures than are necessary. The MIS being sent to
Congress take a run at the problem from various
angles — all of them bound to generate controversy.
One bill would count employer-paid, health insurance premiums as income subject to tax if the
exceed $70 a month for individuals or $175 a month
for family coverage. While this would raise $2.3
billion in new tax money, it would also have a
psychological purpose. By targeting only the most
generous health plans, it would encouage workers
to opt for less expensive plans that would remain
tax exempt.
Other measures would provide Medicare
coverage for castrophic long-term illnesses that
now exhaust Medicare benefits, but would also require„beneficiariea to pay more for short-term
hospital stays. Medicare beneficiaries would get
vouchers to buy private coverage if they wanted an
alterative to the federal program. The poor who are
enrolled in Medicaid programs would pay $1 toward
a visit to the doctor and $1 a day for hospital care as
a reminder that their treatment is not "free."
There is no stampede in Congress to fill these
. prescriptions. The reaction to the proposed tax on
health insurance premiums,a payroll fringe benefit
now escaping taxation, has been especially cold. It
has the distinction of being opposed by both the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce and the AFI,-Cla
But there is no denying that the health insurance
system has tended to make both doctors and patients less mindful of the cost of care and rob them
of a motivation to hold down the costs. What can be
done about this? The administration has offered
some reforms that might work, and it is up to the
critics to come up with something better.

by m.c. gorrott

Ailene Greene, an 'old fashioned mother'
and wife of 1983 OVC Coach of the Year
When Ailene Greene describes a
over to get two carts You'll need'em
typical basketball season tias. at her
both''he'll say. and I generally do"
• • •
home at 1508 Chaul.er it leaves you
almost limp, your mind boggled.
Then at 12 15 p
David is driven
The other day. I visited for more.
to the ChM Development Center at
than a hour with her in the famih.
Murray State for Ann Carr's preroom of- her home and -listened
school activities
almost dumfounded as she laughingAt 2.30 p ni it's another trip to-the
ly told me how it was to be the wife of
Center to pick loin up In the meanthe 1983 Coach of the Year in the Ohio
time, though, she'll manageto read a
Valley Conference while at the same
few pages in a DamelleSteel novel, a
time being cook, chauffeur.
favorite hobby of hers. Ailene has
housekeeper, nurse and mother • to
read all 13 of Mis.s Steel's best sellers
five children ranging in age from two
'Then snack time' starts." Allelic.
.
to 16.'
laughingly went on David at 2 30.
The day at the Hon Greene home
then Chip is home at 2 40 and Monica
at 3- for a-eouple-heurs before having
starts at Ma.ni. with Aderte-prepartng
.the first of four, big separate
to go back to. schoel for basketball
practice Kim gets in a little. later
. breakfasts, generally including eggs,
after practicing her cheerleading
bacon, biscuits, milk and orange
juice. Son Chip, 8. is the first to get
And, then there's supper to get by the
his. Fie catches a 7:30 a.m bus for the
tune Ron gets hinny
_• • •
second -grade at •Robertson ElemenSometimes, Aden'seemS to feel as
tary..
if she meets herself coming back
Then Monica, 18, and Kim, who will
with all her (Innings and goings of
be 16 in May. get theirs before leavmotherhood
ing, at 8 a.m. for Murray High
Last week, for example, Monica
Monica, a senior, has been a
was playing in the district tournamainstay on the Lady Tigers',team
ment at Calloway County High
for four years. Kim is a junior varsity
School at the same_ tune Ron and his
cheerleader;
Then comes.the coach fOr his, plus . Racers were playing a critical MC
a bowl of his favorite hied oatmeal
game with Eastern Kentucky at
Racer Arena. Reilly. Ailene felt, she •
"He says it is the perfect food,"
needed to be at both places
Ailene laughed,"and he has it almost
but
how,at the same tinier
every morning." The coach is off to
."I went to Monica's game. first."'
his Stewart Stadium office- by. - 8 30
. she said. "becau.se had her team lost
a.in.
That leaves 4-year-old David and
that night, it would have been her last ,
high school game ,Too, Kim and the
little,•totton-topped, Rebecca, 2, still
Junior varsity cheerleaders . were
waiting for theirs, which equidly is as
nourishing.
helping cheer them on
"then there was Ron's game with
"My family eats everything,"
Ailene said, throwing her head back
Eastern. where I heeded to be also,
but I managed to get there just:
with a laugh. "At 14 pounds, our dog,
Pepper,. looks undernouished. and
before the half, and. happily. based
you would, too, if you had to depend
Murray was pretty much in control.
on table scraps from a family with
But it keeps me on the move,"
• • •
five kids. There just aren't many.
"Everytime I go in Owens
Adene is the oldest and only girl of
Grocery, Mr. o.Kenneth I Owens
four children of a Baptist minister, •
greeti me with a big smile and runs
George Hodge, at Keidland and his
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hours to graduate .111.i
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The youngest. .1,11ii tN at Out Uni%ei
sits Of Tennessee at K nox.dir
Ailene Ma. a cheerleader at
Reidland
Schoo l a.
hi tact she was t1 iris:
out for heerleader 1014•11 ',PK` not
Ron, a Terre. Haute. Ind hr,‘
plair tog
was
basketball for
Luther
-This boy was saltine behind me
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hair and say mg
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make cheerleader ' I Jost iii 'tight I el
show him and made it I had no 1,1,.4
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se heerleader mates those
year. Inc Itiefell Martha Sammons of
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Gayl Harrington
.eathers of Louisville • She stimml up
for me and I stissi up for her when e
got marriesi.•• Allelic -said. "hut I
half1111 Seen her for I: years until we
Enuis% I Ur at Freedom fall
.the other melt.
"She not only took
to lunch at
the Seelbach Hotel but entertained
me in her Thome that afternoon befere
going with us to the alumni get
_together at the Executive Inn "
rhCertraller
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.1ilerie taught fifth grade health at
Reittland after they got out of rollege
cc hilt' Ron
went on and got his
rnaster's Tben trio. %ent to Fort
Eustis, Va . where lion, a second
lieutenant, wilN a pla)CrA'4444 - 14 on the.
team which-won the: 2riel Army chain
piottship Nionica cc is born cc title' itli•\
were in Virginia
She bluetit school eight %ears in all
1•Irgifila and I ...uisiana as viel!
as Kentucky
beim e settling down
to bre011Ic :111 41041i
iii it her "
Basketball always • has been (hfi t,
of their married life The fit st
yraf the4)- were marrted. Arlene
she saw stoinettung like. 1:14) games
and she still can keep a shot chart
with the most expericni•ed Of se Mil',
MM, she says, gets
a little bit. up
tight- before a game and likes 6, beoff to himself "I tr to have.(to:. kids
fed .11141
the PlaYr(44/111 1)001
e•
.
geIN hottlr sic it Will be quiet for hun
she say s • That's the only time cc,'
don't eat together Ile likes to
the--beilroorn and watch the 114'1% •• it
tele% ision and hay a little time
himself Anil wr, a. a family • respe, t
,
that
After a game, win lir lose, he is
more relaxed. she .49,s, alt110111:11
si.1114* IONSVN. like the recent arie it
Austin Pray seem f0 hurt him inn!e
. hips ate on the table. now as
far as
Racers' bid for a NC ‘.
tournanicrit berth is concerned but
torioit row night where
tip it ..ff
against Akron, you won't NV.' Allyn.'
sitting,. behind the. Nturray ben. ti
She'll. be 44:11% up in the stands on
the west sole of the. Aren.cand about
in line with the' vairtli goal Vile., do
she answered a oh
ail UP there
laugh -When )0lfre• t4 sill IL4o
three. little. ones. the best alio e in the.
house is near the concession' stands
and the rest ri minis
-My. sitting up there. ads n,.
dent I chase that seat in. selt - •

looking back

ideal weight'
charts revisqd
People may not be overly concerned about the
state of the nation. But they're sure interested in
their weight.
They step on the scales every morning, They take
toast without butter, coffee without suer. They frequent .salad bars. They forgo Havey Wallbangers
for a dry white wine.
They know all about the latest diets — grapefruit
and hard-boiled eggs, canned spinach and carrots,
grapes and cantaloupe, sex and black coffee. They
have tried them all. Their weight goes up and down
with the stock market.
Thus, word from a life insurance company that a
little more weight might be a good thing burst like a
bomb upon the dieting public.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. announced its
first new height-weight tables in 24 years, stating
the weights at which people are likely to live longest
have risen slightly.
Now, Metropolitan didn't say,"Go out there and
gross up." It mid only that heavier people are now
living longer, perhaps due to better nutrition, more
exercise, better health care.
Even though a couple of pounds might not hurt
from an actiiarial standpoint, the nation is hooked
on the notion that "thin is beautiful." Gravy and
mashed potatoes were a nice dream. Back to the
carrots and celery sticks.

first genet allot'
mar. .4 lir.
Rozena That s e ficre Reds .. gets
that platium. blonde hair

dli e

Ten years ago
SI cur r y High

ChrErkilltl'r1

in the Foortli" Nistrit
Cheerlearling Contest N,Illtra
cheerleaders are I ienise Book. hen
Shuffett. Sheila Mc('uist,o11. I sunt
Jan Purelom a/111 I ma
I lest ItI ,
Nick.
I ),' ties r .'ported include Mrs
Sarah Alice K imbro.
- The. Beta Club of Callom .1% Ctikalt
Mg!) Si- hoed presented 0 neck
reference. book to the %chewl library
as a part of observanry of National
lietii Vileek Dale Arnold. club
Litember. made the presentation to
;lerirla Thompson,librarian_
Births reported include a tsi% tie
Mr and Mrs Donald Teftt. Mar, hr..
a girl to Mr and Mrs Hit hard Ed
intends. March 8. ;eerie girl t 1 and
Mrs George. Oakley Mar,lis
Charles I a.roy Eldridge. director of
sr-him)) relations 41t Murray State
by jomes gerstenzong l'iliversity. spoke at meeting of Mut
ray Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Salvador and, in particular, ott his
Club House
plan to increase military aid
Twenty years ago
lir and Mrs Hugh M• Me•Eliall, ..1
The meetings are apparently intended to seek the widest possible
Murray. Were killed in a tv.4.-ciii a, ,
' consensus for his aid effort before he
dent near Clarksville. Tenn ,,n
March 8
proceeds with it
A group of Bangers of Mort ,it
At the same. time, Reagan" plans'
State College ROTC led by Majoi
. to increase :that aid are generating
one more controversy around his
Thomas E.: KingerY arrived back iii
White House
Murray yesterday after completing a
50-mile-hike in the direction of Paris
landing
Recent births reported at the Slur
By The Associated Press
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr and
Today is Thursday, March 10, the
Mrs. Donald Smith and re boy to Mr
69th day of 1983 There are 2* days
and Mrs William Eldridge
left in the year
Charles Honing, psychology. pre
Today's Highlight in History
lessor at Murray State College-, spoke
On March 10, 1785, Thomas Jefferson was named U.S, Minister to. about the different phases of mental
health at the meeting of the Austin
France. succeeding. Benjamin
School Parent-Teacher Association
Franklin
Judy Adams, Carolyn McClure anti
On this date Rosetta Burkeen attended a hair stylIn 1848. the U.S. Senate ratified a
ing show March 3 and 4 at Martin,
treaty ending the Mexican War
Tenn. In 1864, Ulysses Grant was ;smell
Thirty years ago
commander-in-chief of the Union
A Fourth Monday Mule I/0 y
forces during the Civil War.
Celebration is being planned by The
In 1876, the first clear telephone
Ledger & Times and the Murray
calr as made when Alexander
Rescue Squad
- • 5_ _
_
Graham Bell swnrnoned his assisTwelve men froth Calloway County
tant from another room in Bell's
have been sent to Owensboro InducBoston house
tion Center to undergo physical exAnd, in 1945, American B-29
aminations for possible induction in
bombers began the first firebomb
the armed forces, according to LOCIll
raids on Jspan during World War H.
Board No. 10 of the Selective Service.
Thought for Today: "Revenge is
Airman First Class Jimmy Klapp,
always the weak pleasure of a little
son a Mr, and Mes. Norman Klapp,
and narrow mind." — Arsenal,,
is stationed at Liitenheath Air Force
agguin lawyer-satirist (about 00-141
Base, England.
' .1
IL
IlerN

the white house
WASHINGTON AP) Seemingly
in tandem with the crocuses that are
signaling the arrival of a new season
In the nation's capital, controversy is
springing back to life around the
Reagan White House after a fairly
quiet winter.
President Reagan and aides tackle.
problems at the Environmental Protection Agency and in El Salvador,
lust as the early signs of recovery are
allowing them to relax their attention
at least momentarily from the
economy.
Throughout the winter, the administration's leaders were preoccupied with budget chores, less controversial this year than in winters
past because the direction Of
Reegan's program was well known.
But with the budget submitted, and
Congress still gearing up for certain
battle, Reagan has been able to shift
his attention, albeit not to subjects
necessarily of his choosing.
The White House staff has been
unable to control the direction of the
EPA controversy; and Reagan's sudden, intense focus on El Salvador has
been dictated to sons extent by
developments io the tantral
American nation, where government
troops have had increasing difficulty
Is stepping the leftist rebels
While Reagan headed west last
week for a few days at his California
ranch and a visit with towing Queen
Elizabeth II, he was given little
relegate. le public appearances he
was asked about the EPA and El

Salvador In private moments, he
met with senior advisers for strategy
conferences and to be updated on
both topics
But one possible thorn was
withdrawn, thanks to the voters in
West Germany who kept Chancellor
Helmut Kohl In office, removing the
risk that Reagan would coniv under
increasing pressure from a key ally
to modify his nuclear arms proposal
at talks with the Soviets in Geneva
The storm swirling around -the Environmental Protection Agency has
been growing for too long, and involves such a variety of issues, that it
is unlikey An dissipate quickly
regardless of the fate of the agency'
administrator, Anne McGill Burford
After saying little for the past
several months about El Salvador,
Reagan and his advisers are anxious
about progress made by the insurgents there and the Salvadoran
government's difficulties in containing them The president's interest in
boosting military aid by $80 million to
fight the guerrillas is renewing attention paid to the administration's
policies in CentralArnerica.
The more the president talks about
El Salvador,the more he raises questions about the role. of U.S. soldiers
there. And the more the debate
focuses on that topic, the hotter it
gets.
Twice in nine days, Reagan has
summoned Republican .and
Democratic leaders of Ste Rouse and
Senate for consultations on El

SC tic' eel
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today in history

••Community events announceth•
Thursday, March 10
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Commerce Centre,
Highway 641 North.
Second night of dance
concert by Murray State
University -Theatre
Group will be at 8 p.m. in
Robert E Johnson
Theatre.

Beauty colorful Easter eggs
LANCASTER, Pa
The beauty of
AP .
brightly colored and
decorated eggs has enchanted many cultures
from the ancient Persians and (;reeks to
Europe's Ukrainians But
it is the Pennsylvania
(;ermans who are
credited with bringing
the tradition of the Easter
egg to America. according to researchers at
a company- here that
manufactures egg dye.
Long before Christianity, eggs were colored,
blessed, ex('hanged, and
eaten as part of the pagan
rites of spring. The egg
was considered a symbol
of the rebirth of the sun
after a long winter's
sleep
With the spread of
Christianity . the egg took
on new significance. As
one of the many foods
once forbidden during
Lent, eggs were a treat to
eat on Easter Day The
Polish. Slavic and Ukraifll 11 people i•reated
'ha borate eggs which

were included in baskets,
taken to church and
blessed. and later
savored at Easter
breakfast
These traditions had all
but died out in Europe by
the 1700s, say the researchers for Hinkle Enterprises The firm was
founded in 1893 by
Samuel Hinkle, a
pharamacist from Pennsylvania Dutch country.
who had developed
vibrant egg colors that he
distributed at Easter-time
to local townspeople
When a five-and-dime
chain became-a
customer. Hinkle's hobby
turned into a business,
which celebrates as 90th
anniversary this year
It was the German settlers In America, better
known as the Pennsylvania Dutch. who
revived the glory of the
Easter egg, the researchers report These deeply religious people
cherished their traditions
and among their contributions to American

folklore and practices are
Easter egg decorating.
egg rolls and hunts. egg
trees, and even the
Easter Bunny
Early coloring was a
messy and timeconsuming process
Natural dyes were made
by boiling onion skins to
achieve yellow colors,
alder catkins and hickory
for brown, madder root
for red, and nuts, roots
and berries for vanous
hues
Other methods were to
wrap eggs in bright
calico, boiling them so
the colon; were transfer—
red, or pasting pieces of
cloth to the eggs Still
more complicated was
pysanky, which involved
the use of wax and dyes to
create the most intricate
of Easter eggs The
technique originated with
the Ukrainians, the name
stemming from the verb
"pysaty.- meaning "to
write
By the start of the 20th
century, however. Easter
egg decorating was

becoming a widespread
American tradition,
thanks to Pennsylvania
Dutch influence and the
development of new and
simple egg dye
treatments
Today, egg decorating
has become a highly
sophisticated craft, with
societies and national exhibits that feature
beautiful eggs created by
talented designers
Pysanky eggs continue
to be the most popular,
and designers have
developed a simplified
way of making, them.
whir:h • produeOs -a
pysanky-type egg in _less
than 30 minutes. rather
than the days required
for the authentic technique
Materials needed for
the pseudo-pysanky craft
include hard-boiled eggs
at room temperature.
paint-on egg dye, cotton
swabs and fine-tipped
paint brush; beeswax or
paraffin; stylus . which
caribe made by sticking a
pin through pencil

THE LAST
WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM
YOU'LL EVER
NEED.

eraser', slotted spoon
with wooden or plastic
handle, and cloth or
paper towels
• To draw initial design
on egg, heat stylus tip on
stove burner, then stick
stylus into beeswax or
paraffin Apply heated
wax to egg. The wax will
cool almost immediately
and will adhere to egg.
• After wax on part of
design you want to remain white is set, apply
the first color using cotton swabs or paint brush.
Before using second color, apply wax over part of
eggs you want- to remain
first color. Then, apply
the second color. Layer
darker colors over lighter
shades. Now, if you were
to remove wax, you
would have a design in
white and two colors, but
the number of colors that
(-an be applied is not
limited.
• To remove wax, heat
egg slowly and carefully
over stove burner, using
slotted spoon. Test every
few seconds to see if wax
is soft enough to wipe off
with cloth or paper towel.

Kentucky Lake Stamp
Club will meet at 7 30
pm. in Public Library,
Paris. Tenn.
Exhibition and sale of
original American and
European prints will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University;
Dr Carl Sofield will
present a physics
seminar at 3:30 p.m. in
room 135. Blackburn
Science Building, Murray
State University.
Organizational meeting
of Toast:masters International will be at 7 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Steakhouse For information call Art Litchfield,
759-9926
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087
or 7534009.

Friday, March 11
Mothers Morning Out
• WORKINGTON
will be at 9 a m at First
Workington. on the Christian Church.
:oast of Cumberland in
northern England, was
Hazel Lodge No. 831
the first town in the world Free and Accepted
to be supplied with elec- Masons will meet at 7 30
triCity from a nuclear p m at lodge hall
reactor.
FialtgAltY MOM
All

30% OFF

W WIP•Pet
alIPOPer
)$54 Lem Oak Id
PAINKAIS 112-SS4-SIN

20

Eastwood Christian
School will have School
Night Program by all
students at 7 p.m. at
Eastwood Baptist
Church. Highway 94
East

Calloway County
Chapter of Full Gospel
Business Men's
Fellowship International
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Trenholm's Restaurant.
This is open to all men
and families and no
Saturday, March 12
reservations are
Murray State Universi- necessary
ty Libraries will be open
from 9 a m. to noon

Roller skating for
tis...rtson Center
students tui PTO fund
raising event will be from
Alcoholics Anonymous
2 to 4 p.m. at Roller and Alanon are scheduled
Skating of Murray
to meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Calloway Middle Livestock and Exposition
School will conduct Center.
"Jump-Rope-for-Heart"
from 9 a.m. to noon at the
Events in Land Betschool.
ween the Lakes will include The "Golden Bass"
Independence United from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Methodist Church will Woodlands Nature Center
sponsor a chili and hot and Boys' Farm
dog supper at 7 p.m. at Workshop from 1:30 to 4
the church.
p.m. at The Homeplace1850
Household shower for
Mr. and Mrs. Don Bray
Sunday, March 13
and children whose home ,Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert
and contents were Story will be honored at a
destroyed by fire will be reception in celebration
at 2 p.m. at home of of their 50th wedding anDebra Scott, 215 South niversary by their
13th St.
children and grandchildren from 2 to 4 p.m..
- Cub Scout Pack 57 will in Fellowship Hall of
have its Pinewood Derby Hazel Baptist Church.
in parking lot of First The family requests
United Methodist Church guests not bring gifts.
at 10 a.m. In case of rain
will be the following
Events in Land BetSaturday.
ween the Lakes will include Housing for Wood
West Kentucky Polled Ducks at 1 p.m. at
Hereford Association will Woodlands Nature Center
have a Polled Hereford and The Aft of
Show at 9 a.m. and sale at Blacksmithing-An
12:30 p.m. at livestock Audiovisual Presentation
and Exposition Center. at 2 p.m. at The
There is no admission Homeplace-1850 Intercharge.
pretive Center.

Lo Leche Group
plans meeting

% OFF STOREWIDE
On The Court Square

ACTORY DISCOUNT
We ere Op..Poway 1
SHOES ler yoor slap,*

CNIVOiliNICI.

NEW SHIPMENT
LADIES

SPRING Si
SUMMER
SHOES

$9.95

MEN'S WESTERN
/
1
2'
-1
'
BOOTS semi
ACME, TIXAS, OUSANGO

$36.95
Acme Dingo

38.95

$14-$16-$18
(entire spring line-all
designer linos)

"Just in time for
Spring Break"

Saturday. March 12
meet at 1: XI p.m. at home
of Mrs. Loot Cole, 1703
Main St. Members note
change in meeting place.

Annual Pancake Day
Murray State Universiby Murray Civitan Club ty Libraries will be closed
will be from 5 a.m. to 2 today.
p.m. at Trenholm's
Restaurant. Tickets at $2
Christian Academy will
each.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of
Last film in Focus on
American Revolution will Family series will be
shown at 6:30 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.

SAMPLI
MOO
FREE FREIGHT
NO CUT TING CHARGES

Come Celebrate With Us
Refreshments Will Be Served

Friday, March 11
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
am. to 2 pm at Hazel
and Douglas Center

The newly organized
Murray-Calloway County
Group of La Leche
League will hold its first
meeting on Thursday,
March 17, at 7 p.m. at 408
South 12th St., Murray.
The name "La Leche"
is Spanish and means
"the milk." A nonsectarian, non-profit
organization, the
League's purpose is to
help encourage "good
mothering through
,breastfeeding," a
spokesman for the group
said.
The group will meet the
third Thursday of each
month
During a series of four
meetings, the group informally discuses dif,
ferent phases of
breast/ceding. The topic
for the first meeting is
"Advantages of
Breastfeeding to Mother
and Child."
All women who are interested in nursing their
babies are invited.. as
are their babies, a
spokesman said.
La Ladle League began
In a Chicago suburb over
23 years ago when one
mother who had successfully nursed her baby
helped another who
wanted to breasdeed.
This is still the basic
sill.Vtlf-1011-7rNicirsa
approach although the
r=7
League is now international in scope with mere
than 3.100 growe helping
("MMUS'S women in the
United States, Canada,
and over 40 other countries.
For further information about the new
Murray-Calloway Cpunty
La LIChe League Group,
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Budget adopted, purchases mode by Murray club board
A $144,000 operating
budget for the 1913 season
has been adopted by the
board of directors of the
Murray Country Club
Monday night at its
scheduled March
meeting, the board also
reviewed preliminary

drawings anti plans of a
proposed remodeling- . of
the roof of the clubhouse.
The directors also
authorized the president,
Mike Baker,to draft a letter ezplaitung the propos,
ed project to be
distnbuted along with a

Singer is featured

reduced copy of the plans
to the club s membership
within the nest few
weeks
In other action, the
directors also authorized
the.pur4-1-iala..of four new
folding tables and approsiru.tte'1
10 .steel
folding chairs to lx' added
to The equipment used in
the main ballroom

One family and two
single membership applications also have been
approved by the directors
The family. membership 15 that of Jim Mack
4ind Emily Miller, 1005
Main Street. Ile is with
the Bank of4Murray.•
The single memberships are those of Charles

recommendation of
committee till 115'sr,' of
Baker. Marilyn .Nilkins
Nit
and Henry Fulton
effective is a charge of
$1110 for members of the
club anti $1.ao for 10.•al
businesses. industries or
An addi
organicat
Rental fees for use of tional charge also %ill be
the clubhouse facilities made for table4 loths if
also -were approved upon thesi. are desired

1) Wilson Murray .
Murray Statc Um% ersity
student and a part-time
employ ee of a land
development firm. and
that of Eddie Mae
Outland. retired. 10;
North 17th Street

Whitfield speaker for women's club

11;S•
• id
HIGH BOWLERS — Two members of the Magic
Tri Bowling League of the Murray Women's
Association at Corvette Lanes bowled an all-spare
game of 176 in season play. They are Barbara
Cauley, top photo, member of Century Auto Sales
Team,and Wanda Brown, bottom photo, member of
Public Ice Service Team.

The Calloway County
High School Chamber
-Singers, directed by
Lavaughn R Wells. have
The Nturr.i
been selected as one of 10
and 1trtfiral
choirs to,represent. the
W
'. Club nie t
United States of America ,
Thursday Feb 17. at 30
at the 12th Annual Interp ni at the r;olcien Corral
national Youth and Music
Restaurant
Festival in Vienna.
Miss Therrien is a
I/r Truman WHitfield
Austna. in July 1913
member of the Teens from 'Murray State
The Murray Ledger & - Who
Carr Club at Universit% was the guest
Times is featuring an Calloway
Count
High speaker His subject was
autobiographical sketch
-School
N ci n -Verbal C inabout each member of
She enjoys playing the munication
Singers
to
Chamber
the
piano. skating and
allow readers to become
The speaker was a
horseback riding.
acquainted,with the local
representatives to Vienna.

guest of the club last %
anti was asked !Lc k
again b) popular- demand He was introdunvil
BAble Waters
Beth I.ou Hal. vice
president. presided ill
Beth Robe rt son
welcomed as a
member 14 the lob
The meeting was t hosed
with the i'umutilemiu
Benediction
I Kt' tables w err

I !A i l,: Billie For lit 5,11 ,,
e I % ii
11 rrell
got
1 OA MLitt
I ianiel Tod% %lot var,
and gue‘t 1 /onria
Annie Nan,
ed It.o.sdale
Br enita- Row Land .ind
lien iioilier e.
guest
1/oris B. hind and 4.:ttest
Marlene --Stanchly'
Also present were Car ‘Lidelle I alent. I ii. Olt
rie Beale, Elaine Brown. .1 hurn1.411
%At .1
I imia Carter, Minnie .111d Cit111.111t• %%hay

decorated III
.11,11
tine motif In chai,..,e of
arrangements teas the
finance committee com
posed of 0Ia M t•
Roberts, chainnan. Item
1.ou lull, Cheryl 1 midst.%
Anna Bailey . B-obbie
Waters and iii Befir
l(cct'rtseiri

Deborah M. Therrien
Deborah Michelle
Therrien, 16. is the
daughter of Harold and
Linda Therrien
A soprano, Miss Therrien has participated in
Kentucky Music Education Association Solo arid
Ensemble Contest, First
Iiistrict Choral Festival.Columbia Blues,
'• Yuletide Songe Feast"
madrigal dinner and
Freshman Choir

Kathy Rains named winner
GIRL SCOUTS

_ Louisville. whose balloon
was" found by Dennis
Rocheleau, Cownasv
Quebec. Canada.
The -Bear Creek area
top winner Candy Lane of
Troop No. 3025, Paducah.

Kathy Rains of the
Murray Girl Scout Core
was the area winner of
the balloon liftoff to start
the sale of Girl Scout
Cookies.
A large number of
balloons with members of
troops of Murray Core
present were sent off
from the parking lot of
The Murray Ledger &
Times. - —
•
Kathy's balloon • was
found by Jim Watkins of
Newman,Ga.
Kathy Rains
She is a member of Her balloon was found by
Troop No. 574 and is-the 'Joanne Terwilliger,
daughter'of Mr. and Mrs Palatka, Fla.
Robert Rains of Murray.
Other area winners
The top winner from were -Amanda Davis,
the state, was Kathryn Bowling Green. Caveland
Rodgers of Troop No 809, Area, Lori Crutcher,

Vine GroVe,
Elizabethtown area, and
Cindy Nortnan,
Owensboro, Pennyroyal
,
area.
Rosemary Corvatta,
finance director of the
Girl Scout Association,
said the seven varieties of
cookies will be delivered
by Scout members and
also will be available at
booths in grocery stores,
malls, banks and other
business locations from
March 11 to March 21

Special Group of Fine Quality Diamonds,
Diamond Jewelry, Stone Rings,Gold Filled and Sterling Silver
Jewelry, 14k Gold Jewelry and name Brand Watches

IgOTS
SPRING
CLEARANCE

Now your kids can go out in shoes from one
ofthe most popular names in adult styles.
Sperry lbp-Sider'are now in stock
in a variety ofstyles that arejust perfect
for spring.

Shop Fridays 'til 8:30
SPRING
FABRIC
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Newborn admissions, dismissals listed by Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Census at Murray- March 7, was 168 adults were as follows
Calloway County ancl eight in nursery
Gina Hamilton
Hospital for Monday.
Newborn admissions baby girl. Hi 1

Karen Smith and baby follows
boy. Rt I. Almo.
Allan Beane, 1621 CarDismissals were as dinal, Jeff W Prater, 734
Hickory. Calvert City:
Geoffrey Swan.220 North
13th St.: Miss Crystal
Wallace. Rt. 2, Puryear.
VISA'
Tenn . Mrs Marion
Rt 8, Sammy
Atkins, Rt 1, Hardin:
Miss Inger Doores.
Wing°, Mrs Denecia

and

IT))) 4111

Spring Fever
Sale

Lovins, Rt 4, Mrs. Donna
Jean Norsworthy, Rt. 7,
Mayfield. Cory Miller.
MO Coach Estates; Mrs.
Betty Henderson, Rt I,
Dexter. Keith Hosford.
RI 1. Dexter.
Ms Barbara Smith and
baby boy. 105'1 Clark St
Ms Melissa Berry and
baby boy. 1125 Relmoht,
Paris. Tenn : Mrs

Termite Thomason and
baby girl. Rt. S. Pans.
Tenn.; Mrs. Alicia Byrn
and baby girl, 516 South
Seventh St.:
Mrs. Virginia Dixon.
213 Woodlawn; Mrs
Maybelle Blakemore, Rt,
1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.:
Mrs. Odelle Vance, 307
South Sixth St.; Mrs
Ellen Welsh. -803 South

16th St.; Loner Logan.
1002 Vine, Fulton; Commie Cain. Rt. 1. Almo;
Howard.Banell, Rt. 2:
Romulus Parker, Rt.
Raymond Workman (expired, 806 South Ninth
St.: Clarence Morris expired i Rt 3

Suburban club
meets recently

famous labels for less

Rosanna Miller opened
her home on Sycamore
Street for the February
meeting of the Suburban
Homemakers Club.
"Mixing Foods and
Drugs" was the major
lesson presented by
Wilma Wilson.
Anna Bell Russell read
a letter about "The
Challenge of Living
Alone."
The devotion on
"Powers of Love" was
given by Rachel Hendon.
Sue Dunn. president.
gave a report of the
Calloway County
Homemakers Council
meeting. The annual
Tasting Luncheon will be
Thursday. April 28, at
First United Methodist
Church.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs:Miller and
her cohostess, Pat
Rogers.
Also present were
Lillian Dunn, Jo Hancock
and Jo Farley.
The club will Meet
Tuesday,' March 15, at 7
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Rogers.

You'll find incredible Savings on new Spring fashions!

Prom and
Occasion Dresses
Reg. 45.00

Special

29.99

We have the perfect dress to
make you shine on your special
night, Dresses with lace and
ruffle flounces, even ribbon
trim all in soft pastels Junior
'‘, and IviTsses sizes

PARTICIPATING PARENTS - Frances Galloway, right, parentoind Glenda
Roos, left, teacher, work together in the Resource Room of Robertson Center
( Murray Elementary School, to reinforce the reading skills of small groups of
students. Through the parent volunteer program, parents have assisted teachers
in many areas, including tutoring, kindergarten reading readiness, playground
supervision and special projects. Efforts to expand the program are underway.

RENT-TO-OWN
NO CREDITORS CHECKED'

Pants
Reg, 21.99
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Applique
Skirts and
Tops

Cheeno's

#0440i.,04Neet
l ,14,4
,f *ktt i

i

Top

13.99

Special 9.99

Famous CheenoS•
pants in polyester and
•iotton twill In new
spring brights and
Pastels Junior and
Misses

TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

Skirt Special

14.99_
Wrap skirts have lighthearted appliques in
bright summery colors
In washable polyester
and cotton S.M.L
Matching knit tops with
contrast piping and
applique In white or
solid tones S.M.L
Select from several
applique designs

Short Sleeve
Oxford Shirts
Reg 13 99
6.99
A fashion favorite year
a round' New for
.i pong short Sifitni .
button down oxfor
.,hirts in pastel so ds
and stri,pes

We've made the prices
as comfortable
as the shoes.

Layaway Now! $5. will hold your layaway.

Polo Shirts with horse
and rider emblem
8.99
Reg 17 99

Mix and Match LinenLook Coordinates

$10
R

Blazers

$12
Reu

.18.99 to 22.99

Knit Tops

5.99

Reg 999
Sizzling stripes and solids S M L

9.99

Reg 17.99

13.99
13.99
9.99

Skirts Reg 21'99
Pants Reg. 21.99

Cuffed Shorts
Cotton twill with front pleats and side slash
pockets

a
r
‘
..

WLIEIN CASUALS

Blouses Reg. 15.99

Reg 512 99
Styie No.. Sti

Coordinating solids in white, red, navy.
royal, and kelly green Coordinating
blouses in stripes and prints

Pantie Sale

Coordinates

Reg. 1.50

Reg. 19.99 to 39.99

6ior 5.00

Bikinis, briefs, hip huggers

Your Choice 10.99

Choose blazers, skirts, pants. blouses

Spring Handbags
Raincoat Sale!

Reg. 9.99

Reg. 59.99

Canvas, vinyl or nylon in shoulder bag or
clutch Styles

39.00

Hanes Sheer Pantyhose Silk Ties
1.99pr. Reg.9.99
Reg. 2.50 pr

Shalar South Pactltc, UM* Color, Oarely
_

514 99

Reg 31.99 to 33:99

5.99

You could pay more,but why?
5.99

10b% silk in prints. Stripes and Wilds

TWO.-

Save on these great go-anywhere styles for daytime to
playtime foshoon. On sale now at prices you'll find roof
comfortable.' Just $9 to Si? now through March 20.

Payless
Shoe
Source

PAYLESS:SHOESOU RCE
Central Shopping Center

Central Shopping Center Hwy.641 N.
753-7991
Murray, Ky.

9 a.m.-9 p.m. Doily

Sun. I p.m.-6 p.m.
111113 visuals ems Osnwerellio
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Molly Ross
performs
at meeting

DATEBOOK
Teacher wins recognition

Jump rope event Saturday
The "Jump-Rope-For-Heart" will. be Saturday.
March 12. from 9 a.m. to noon at the Calloway Middle School. All proceeds received by students from
their sponsos will go to the American Heart
Association

Students are asking for pledges for each minute
their team Jumps rope with a maximum of 180
minutes. This is the second year the school has
sponsored this special fund raising event for the
Heart Association,

Oaks club plans events
The ladies luncheon of Oaks Country Club will be
Wednesday. March 16, at the club house with reservations to be made by noon on Monday. March 14.
by contacting Martha Broach at 753-4703 or 489-214f
or Virginia Jones at 7534405 Other committee
members are Jo Lovett, Vicki Wells. Vicki White.
Carolyn Caldwell, LaRue Spann, Isabelle Parks,
Mary Ellen Jones Kathie Broach. Linda Waker,
Joan Stephens, Krista Thompson. Joan Turner, linda Emerson. Sma Richardson, Polly Seale. Judy
Hooper, Virginia Pogue. Jeanne Falwell. Glenda
Newsome, Shirley Wall. Carol Wilson and Irene
Woods.
Following the luncheon a meeting to discuss
ladies golf will be conducted All ladies who are interested in playing golf are encouraged to attend
Bridge will be played Wednesday at 9 30 a m with
Joyce Thomas as hostess

Film to be shown Sunday

Mrs Netts Freeman. a l'aducah Tilghman
science teacher. has won recognition by the Murray
State University Club of Sigma Xi. an international
research society, for her work in supporting and
promoting student research and scholarship She
was selected as the 1983 Sigma Xi Outstanding High
School Science Teacher for her work that goes
above and beyond the call of duty "
The teacher will be presented a recognition certificate and a $50 check at the annual student
awards banquet at Murray State on April 12 Dr
Neil Weber, chairman of the Department of (*.cosciences and president of Murray State Club of
Sigma Xi, announced Mrs Freeman's selection

Moll\ Ross was
featured on the program
of the Music INpartment
of thy Murray Woman's
Club I he meeting was
Feb 1 at the club house
M.rs It ass discussed
Appalachian Folk Music
and sang several traditional ballads. accompany iii herself on the auto
harp
Kath% Mowery, pro-

'grain

c airman

Sanders at Parris Island

trixtuced Mrs Ross
Ti( kets for the upcom-

Marine Pvt Larry D Sanders. son of Sue C
Sanders of Ht 3, Murray, has completed recruit training at the Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris
Island. S C During the 11-week training cycle, he
learned the basics of battlefield survival, was introduced to the topical daily routine that he will experience during his enlistment and studied the personal and professional standards traditionally exhibited by Marines
Sanders participated in an ;wive physical conditioning program and gained proficiency in a variety
of military skills, including first aid, rifle
marksmanship and close order drill Teamwork
and self-discipline were emphasized throughout the
training cycle

ing st le show • - Fashion
Safari,' to be Tuesday.
March 1:). were given to
the members .4 luncheon

A new film, "Thf Second Coming of Christ." produced by Ormand Productions, will be shown Sunday. March 13. at 6 p.m. at Christian' Fellowship
Church, Briensburg. Four well-known pastors are
featured in the film, according to a church
spokesman who said the public is invited to attend
with no admission to be charged. For transportation call 1-527-8369

DAR chapter will meet

Timothy C. Smith, Jr., born
Mr. and Mrs Timothy Smith. lit 8, are the
parents of a son. Timothy Cleve, Jr , weighing six
pounds five ounces, born Saturday, March 5. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital The mother is
the former Tina Todd
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Bill Smith of
Buchanan, Tenn.. and Mr and Mrs Kenneth Todd
of Murray. A great-grandmother is Mrs Hilda
Gardner of Murray

and show will be at noon
with tickets at $3 each,
and a clessert and show
will be at 7 :10 p ni with
tickets at $3 50 each
Interested persons ma%.
i•ontact any department
member for a ticket
Refreshments of coffee
and
berry meringue
dessert were served
Hostesses were Becky
.10 Jones, Neva Grey
Allbritten, Jan Wilson.
Dorothy Norris, 13 J Her rill and Joanne Cavitt
LIGHT BULKS
Dont forget the light
bulbs when dusting furniture because a dust)
bulb will give off up to 50
percent less light

Corn-Austin For Ladies & Gals
PRESENTS

Easter Fashions 1983
Misses Sizes 4-18
Jr. Sizes 315

Dresses,
Suits &
Accessories
That Are
Sure To
Make You
The
Grandest
Lady In
The Easter Parade
FASHIONS Bt
John Meyer

vcjr P,cane Jr
Rif/. Wood°,
Strawberry Plant
Alt.t I
Fran( est a By Damon Sliks DesAre,
Betkor Des,g0e,

in1u1/100

VISIT OUR COMPLETE JR. DEPT. FASHIONS AT AFFORDABLE PRICE

CORN-AUSTIN

The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will meet
Saturday. March 12. at 1 . 30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Loal Cole, 1703 West Main St. Dr. Keith Heim
will be the speaker. Members please note the
change in meeting place.

Derby to be Saturday

Wild Raspberry moves Downtown, expands

The annual Pinewood Derby of Cub Scout Pack 57
will be Saturday, March 12, at 10 a.m. In the parking
lot of First United Methodist Church. Prizes for the
fastest car in each group will be given, and a trophy
for fastest car and best designed will be presented.
Ln case of rain the derby will be rescheduled for
Skturday, March.19

supplies, one at the retail
level, the other at the
wholesale level The retail
portion is The Wild
Raspberry. which has lust

she and husband

JOS' have
not one, but two
businesses
Both businesses are involved in arts and crafts

A dozen years ago. Bonnie Raspberry wanted to
start a business, not as a
hobby, but as a profitmaking venture Today,

Skating Saturday
Roller skating for students of Robertson Center
( Murray Elementary School will be Saturday.
March 12, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray. This is. a fund-raising event for the ParentTeacher Association: .

.,Library hours listed
?he -schedule of library hours for the Murray.
State University Libraries for the Spring Break
period, March 12 to 20, has been announced by Dr.
Edwin C. Strohecker, Dean of Libraries, as follows:
March 12, open 9 a.m. to noon: March 13, closed;
March 14 to 16, 8 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.; March 17 to 19,
closed; March 20, regular schedule resumes.

Wellness festival planned
A Wellness Festival in celebration of life at Mur-ray State University April 11 to 15 will focus on the
mind, body and spirit. A number of exhibits and lectures ranging from aerobic exercise demonstrations to car shows to health-related displays are
planned on Wellness Festival Day April 14 in
veral campus locations.
nsors of the activity, in cooperation with
Murray-State, are thevtepartment of Recreation
and Physical Education and the Campus
Ministries. Service groups interested in displaying
an exhibit may contacteither Dan McDonald at 7626285 or Phil Jachowicz ar72-3808 at Murray State.

Joe and Bonnie Raspberry, owners of, The Wild Raspberry, invite their
customers to their Grand Re-location Opening and-Sale from 1-4 p.m. Sunday.
The arts and crafts shop haa moved tat* Court Square in Downtown Murray.

suit against the fimi in
October 1979, testified
that he nuide -inore than''
18 trips to Pittsburgh and
spent. $3,200 to Undergo
the process.
The dernus inversion
process uses thin nylon

Murray Supply Co.

Thurman Furniture

Quilts, Primitives. ;lassware
1145 5th 753-7199 '

Hardware and Plumbing
208 E Main, 733-3361

omptete !Ionic Furnishings
1834
708 P Main

National Store

Twin Lakes OfficeProducts

311 Main, 753-1343

Cluttung and Furnishings
111 Main 733-3231

fiepartment Store
in8 Main 73413611

(Mit r
512 Main

Blackford House Gallery

Holland Drugs- -

Paglia i's Plus

WaWs Drug Co.

Prints and Frame Shop
118 Maui, 7334301

Prest riptions, Medical Supplies
109
4th. 733-1162

Italian Restaurant Delivery
310 Main, 7332973

Presription servi, e
112 3Cini. .;33

Grahaffi & Jackson -

'Men

.

-gesibt's
siecron's ApParei

1\ Iles 5th, ra-Asse

Home Federal Savings

Parker Ford

& Loan Assn.

AutirSales and Service
710 Main, 753-4273

1201 .Waio. 759-1630

Ward-Elkins
.Horne Appliances sales &
111..114aple, 73,1 1713

Lerman's

Parker's Food Market

Winchester Printing Services

Department Store

Complete Supermarket

100

2105 51h, 7334123

Complete Printing Servi. es
1025 4th, 753-3397

WNBS-W AA W

3th. 7$3-5t!

Littletonli -

Peoples Bank

raphy
CreativeP=
Ile
SOO Main.

Women's Apparel
OS Main. WILD

Full Service Banking

Corn-Austin Co.

Men's sad Wsimen'a Apparel

Mademoiselle
Women's Apparel

F urn!t ure. Westinghouse

102Main, 733-WI

1115 dth,7$3.W

Appliances

- Carter Studio

awing:

500 Main. 753-3131

I

AM & FM Radio
1185 3th, 739-1300

W&JP

Purdoen's
'

AM Country & Western Radio
1300 Diuguid Drive. 733-2400
5.

SIMS. MA. 733-072

The Wild Raspberry
-

Ariikand Crafts
411 Main, 7334859

Murray Appliance
General Electric Appliances
111 E Main. 75.1-1311f

Settle-Workman CO.
Department Store
=Main.7534447

Kirby Sales & Service
Vacuum Sales Si Repair
WI Maple, 739-41101

Cooks Jewelry
Cat.

and f- uituturr
;33 ol

1

SALE
0,$29.95

obilad

cc; ]

C.

.14Wr. Yellow 8, White -

Gratrol

110$4

Court Square Antiques

-.-Boone'eLaundry
and Chimers
ow Alla 733:2532

Fiorenza said none of
the fibers remained in his
scalp.
The terms of the settlement have been impolinded,and the lawyers would
not say how the money
might be distributed.

41T AN Cads Choke 14KT Geld Chaim Ragan

friends and customers tit.
stop tO and see us at this
Bonnie
new lo;
say s ='We appreciate the,
business if our i"tistoniers
of the past I? )ears, and
we're looking forward to
sers ing them es ell 1., rttrf-

Full Service Bank
101 S 1th, 733-1893

Complete Hardware

a

SALE .
11 .
"
$24.95 la 111

f nun 14 p iii Sun(la),
--We en; ourage all our

Bank of Murray

Beale Hardware

threads, dyed td match
the patient's hair color,
which are inserted into
the scalp. with a highpowered drill, the lawsuit
said.
Fiorenza alleged the
technicians who performed the procedure gave
him only a weak local
painkiller. He said the
pain was sometimes
bad that he could not
make the four-hour trip
back to his home.-

•iamon

tubas inert hatch si in eight
regional and one national
show s each year
Matt our wove to the
(lois ritoi•
Bonnie
SaiN,
more room
to lieVOte ti the stronger
craftS. so h .is quilting.
stint ci li-ti', folk art. soft
sculpture. stained glass
'and, of UtOurse. thc general
and basic it
'I
The ;rand Itel.ocation
()pilling HMI Sale will be

DOWNTOWN:SHOPPING CENTER

Bold men win lawsuit
PITTSBURGH ( Al'
About 300 bald men have
accepted a $1 million settlement in a lawsuit
against a clinic that promised to restore their
hair, their lawyers say.
"When we were offered
$1 million, we .couldn't
turn it down," said
Eugene J. Strassburger..
an attorney for the plaintiffs.
United Laboratories, a
Pittsburgh clinic which
now is closed, made the
offer last Thursday after
three days of testimony in
the suit.
Samuel Fiorenze, 43, of
Clarksburg, W. Va., went
to the clinic in 1978 to
regain hair through the
"dermis inversion process." But according to
the lawsuit, he ended up
with pain and headaches,
plus medical bills from
doctors he went to correct
problems caused by the
process.
Fiorenza, who brought

moved to its new Itx•ation
at 116 Main Street on the
Court Square
The second 'is Wor1,1
Wide Enterprises. a
wholesale firm which
serves more than 600 retail
Outlets from coast to coast
and employs six persons
The retail outlet came
first "Even though Joe
and I were living in
Chu-ago, we were planning
for our retirement," Bun me says "Since we are
Calloway County native&
we decided to open the
store here and hire a
manager to run it 'I
• Bonnie, still living in
Chicago then, felt that she
really. didn't have enough
to keep her busy "Since I
had to buy merchandise for
the Murray store, I 4114•Ided
to buy wholesale and supply some of the retail ships
in Chicago:. she explains
'That move .grew into
'World Wide Enterprises
With its expansion. Jos.
decided to quit his Job of
years to devote his full aC
tention to it
1 oda y the couple es

Motroy, Ky.
p.
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State police internal board resumes operations following suspension
FRANKFORT, Ky
The state police
API
internal trial board is
resuming operations

after beconung the focus
That panel -hears
of bitter argument within charges of misconduct
the Justice agency last against state police...peryear
sonnel and its functions
were suspended last year
by Gov J
Y Brown
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
Jr pe
a review of
FEELING WITH GENUINE
the system.
The governor on
GM PARTS
Wednesday gave the go-

10,

a

ahead to Adjutant
General Billy Wellman,
the current justice
secretary, to resume the
board's procedures. Brown's decision was
based on Wellman's
reconunendation.
**Every agency must
have a system to ad-

--'-
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Cole..Lurnber...
Direct Distributor
1982 Chevy 1 Ton Dooley
.8
/.A IM

• Celotes Roofing
• Thermos Sheatnmg
•Dow Styrafoam
,

t ,••

. Windows
• Prehung Doors
• Kitchen Cabinets

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Manufacture Millwork *Door Units* Trusses

641 S. Murray

753-2617

1035 Division St
Paducah. Ky

NEM=

challenge and remove up
to three officers before
U e board begins hearing
charges.•,
The furor over the
board grew from the case
of Mate police Major
Williani Favors,now with
another state agency.
who had been ordered
dismissed after the board
found him guilty of lying
to superiors.
Favors was restored to
duty by Neil Welch, then
the justice secretary and
now public protection
secretary.
The Kentucky State
Police Professional
Aissociation, a fraternal
organization of troopers,
objected and instigated a
sun against Welch in
Franklin Circuit Court.
That action by 232 officers was dismissed by
Franklin Circuit Judge
Henry Meigs, who refused recently to consider
the dismissal. However,

March Coupoii

BEGLEY'S

Sale It NU Gabe OM

DRUG STORES

lbo 11181111•1106

Mew Geed lime Ewa 1%,OIL Illo

minister discipline wtuch
Is a key factor to insuring
accountability,"
Wellman said.
"Even though the
board has not been used
for almost a year now, I
feel that it must be an option available to us."
A main criticism of the
board had been . that the
state police commissioner selected the
members
Under rules established
by Wellnum, all board
members henceforth will
be selected by a random
method and will include
representatives of every
permanent state pobce
rank
from trooper to
.captin
The board will consist
of two . captains, two
lieutenants, two
sergeants and three
troopers
Also, for the first time,
defendant officers will
have the opportunity to

Northern

Cricket
Lighters

•
Whitman's

Candy Bars

Bathroom
Tissue

With FREIE
roll of
Breath 1/ref
Mints

3 et. atilk theceime

79c

BEGLEY'S

BE

attorneys for the police
officers have said they
would appeal to the intermediate Court of Appeals.
The controversy pro
mpted Brown to name
Wellman to replace .itith
Welch and slat, police
Commissioner Marion
Campbell, who has been
transferred within his
agency.
When deciding charges
brought ,against a state
police officer, the trial
board may find him innocent or order punishment
ranging from a reprimand to dismissal.
The lawsuit by officers

alleged that Welch
entered into an agreement to reinstate Favors
on condition Favors
dismiss an appeal against
the board's verdict
Favors eventually was
fined one month's pay
and demoted to captain.
The lawsuit contended
that Welch at the time
acted in excess of his
authority and that the incident violated the
statutes.
Larry Ratkes of
Hodgenville, the attorney
for the state police
association, recently was
named a circuit judge by
Brown.

Con men at work in Wickliffe
WICKLIFFE.Ky. i AP)
had taken Laura
Thompson years to save
up the $640 for her burial.
It took leas than half an
hour for three welldressed con men disguised as Social Security Administration representatives to dupe Thompson. 94, and her sister,
Rosa Crews. 89, out of all
their money.
"I just didn't think fast
enough," said Crews.
"We've got enough to
make out this week. I'm
going to have to borrow
money to get by for the
next two weeks, though,
'til my SSI Supplemental
Security Income) check

— It

The two widows made
the mistake of letting the
three con artists into
their Ballard County
home on Cemetery Hill
about 1:30 p.m. Tuesday.
The men told the
women they possibly
could raise their benefit
checks $40 a month pending a physical examination. A white-haired man,
claiming to be a doctor,
examined them while a

second man took notes.
In the meantime, a
third man stole $120 of
Crews' money from a kitchen cabinet. The "doctor" took a bag containing $640 that Thompson
had pinned to her slip.
"I don't know how in
the world he got it without
her knowing it, but he
did," said Crews.
After examining the
two widows, Crews said
the men went outside to
get a blood pressure
machine, but never
returned. She said she
never thought to get a
description of the car.
Both women are on fixed incomes. Crews said
the men stole almost all
the money they had.
"The men went to four
or five other houses in
town, but we don't think
they got anything else,"
said Ballard County
Sheriff Jack Stevens.
"This °has been happeo
ing in west Tennessee.
We believe it's tile same
bunchind they'll be doing it again today in this
area."

BEGLEY S

REWARD
$3,000.00 Reword leading to the
complete recovery of Boyd Bros.
Treitsportetion 1913 Freightliner
Track stolen March 3rd hi Feftoo,
Ky. All information confidential.
Cell 205-322-2126 collect.
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POLKA-DOT
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PAINT!
NO...thogo's no such thing on the market.
And, there probably never will be But, if
there ever is, we'll have it, That's because
decorating products are our business our
only business We make every effort to have
the latest products, to know how and when
to use those products and to pass that infor.
mation on to you
Come in and see us when you're doing your
next decorating project But, please don't
ask for polka dot paint. yet,
541 ,.15

Terry's Paint
And
Decorating Center

Prints
P,.. Ado and
inelseapeala
koanciard sire only
NO enteryerv lent%
1..
10.
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Save 15000
Over Our Already
Low Prices
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Coupon
Books

Register to Win

Family Vacation for 4
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Bright If. Interior
Flat Wall Was $17.45
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Now $ 299
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Fiat Latex
Was $20.65 Now $1
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Work on governor's mansion continues, committee takes tour
FRANKFORT, Ky.
LAP — State Sen. Gene
Stuart, R-Prospect. appeared a bet confused
walking through the unfinished basement of the
governor's mansion
am not sure what
I'm seeing." Stuart said
Despite Pus confusion.
Stuart and other

members of the Interim
Joint Committee on State
Government were
repeatedly assured
Wednesday that the $2.6
minion renovation of the
mansion will be completed on tune.

Farmer,comnussioner of
the Department for
Facilities Management
''We are very close to
completion'
Farmer said the
general contractor for the
renovation work. Bar more Construction Inc of
— The work is on launsville. is expected to
schedule.'" said Clayton meet the March 31 cum -

Funeral director dies at 91.CORBIN. Ky. I AP) —
Funeral servires will be
held Thursday for C.G.
O'Neil. former president
of the Kentucky Funeral
Directors Association
°Neil, who died Monday at the age of 91. was
an Owen County native
who came to Corbin in the
1930s and bought into a
funeral home that later
carried his name.
His son. Gayle W.
O'Neil, purchased the

business several years treasurer of the Corbin
ago
Chamber of Commerce
O'Neil served from 1938 and once headed the (*or
to 1940,and from 1543 to bin kiwanis Club
1947 on the state Board of
Embalmers and Funeral
PREPARED
Directors.
Be prepared in case soThe funeral directors meone you know has a
association honored him heart attack. Learn CPR
in 1982 for having the Call your Calloway Counoldest funeral director's ty Affiliate of the
license in the state, his American Heart Associason said. He became a tion for information on
funeral director in 1914.where classes are held in
O'Neil also was your neighborhood
•

pletion date in its contract
Fa ruler said the outside garden work. which
is being done by state
employers. will be completed by the first of May
The legislators were
given a guided tour of the
building by Farmer and
deputy commissioner
Clark -Beauchamp.
sidestepping workmen
who were busy hammering. sawing and painting
The lawmakers were
able to see examples of
the ma ssi% e renos at ion of
the house's eleutnual.
heating and plumbing
sy stems, w hich had been
criticiied as unsafe b}
bipartisan panels for
)tars
Farmer said much of
the I's ist of the renovation
went into those systems
"I think you will see the
rossIllS are not overly
elegant. t014`1 ially for -a
governor s mansion."

Fanner saidRep Mark 1)111-len. DRonsville . co-chairman
of the comnuttee. agreed
that the work was first
rate
-It 14k.ks like what is
being done is being done
first class," °linen said
It seems to be a good
Job It looks like it is built
to last
-A lot of what is being
done now should have
been done years ago.'
()'Brien said
Rep Frank Smith. Ii
Shepherds% dlr. agrued
It is a far impro% ement
from what it was
he
said. -.I think the taxpayers are getting their
money's worth
Howes'r the commit
tee w,.s si.st too happ%
with is p1opissal to s harge
adinissi"o to the mansion
next month as a fund
raiser tot .1%-e the Mari-'non, In. .1 pri%atc group
started twN rhyItis i;c,,rge
_

Brown to help fund the Ihstori.
Society and have to conform with an
r..novat ton
chairman of a comnuttee overaliplan for the house
1 he Mansion that oversees the man- or the) will be rejected
Show c a se. scheduled sion. said all cOntribuFluster said Save the
from Aril 1 . to n, will bons from The organua Mansion has also paid for
allow people to tour' the non are being review e.1
the most of a wood parque
entire mansiori. including
He said contributions. floor in the ballroom and
the private Its in 04 which will mostly he for much of the. gilt painz
quarters Tickets will pus, es of furniture, will ting on the room's troll
cost $10 for adults and $j
for people under li with irAI/IF/1,41FAIPWIII/IIIWAIII/IFIAFAIAII4
lower rates for groups
S
Future tours. whoh
will be free. will only include the pistil'. 11141MS
kanher& %omits co
the first floor
N
\
'The committee .it a
meeting prior to it, tout L
N
N
%sited to ask ft.i on at&
TWO DAYS ONLY-MARCH 18 19 N
torney general's. opinion
.5.00 P M.
7:30 A.M—
as to the legaht% of charg- n
1
ing.for a tour tt a public n
1
building
,
N
S.,
t t t•
1 up Y.
/0 OFF
titellaNT1 .;11!...1 expressed
\
\
WA TCH NEXT WEEK.S
ri
Alkicrs.cil
concern that the plasht N
.
_
.._
:
AD FOR DETAILS
have a thorough accotin %
1035 Division St
N
tmg of the al tis itte`s
Paducah. Ky
S.1%r the
N
,N
502 442-7171
S
,1111.4
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WINDOW SALE
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Specials
Good
Thru
3-16-83

s

Hours:
8- 7
Mon..Sat

HYDE PARK TRUCE AD AL
mos Ixt Crum Styli

Cop

Mttete

1181

39c

NM Part Chilli ON

79C

Pa-*

POTATO CHIPS

PEACHES

My* Pat Stews I Pieces

ft* Pia frrit

MUSHROOMS

COCKTAIL

My Art

arie Ixt Tomah

PINTO BEANS ..

CATSUP

16 az

PEARS

SAUCE

Two Px

Pm* WW1

BEANS
my* Pirl Wbrte or 'Vow
HOMINY

Mr* Pad fault

Nile

BC

Sirtedet

KRAUT

M* Part '; a Sons

itYN Pitt Irma Style

lgot Ix* below

6REEN BEANS

-BILL SLICES

Putt,. Sart

SAUCE

CEREAL

lir 311
ggc
39c
31'1
20c
spar

PNI

-79c

141110

t 2189c

SWEET PEAS

$1
"
P: le•

&cow
NOODLES

CEREAL

U.S. Choice
U.S. Choice
Ribeye

U.S. Choice
Whole

STEAKS
329

RIBE YE

U.S. Cfrairs
$259

RIB STEAK

Orm's

Sidai

$229
iiJ

INN'S itSi

$11°

ribilkhnEff

CHICKEN
lbS

U.S. ask,

"
ai

lb

'1"

keens Sirlois

TIP STEAK

tioiROES

m $2"

12

88.0

rt

ta

Mst

lb.

$789

$429
0.

Ask Us How To
Get Beautiful
Colonial Stoneware

lb $
329
lb $
239

au
a

‘4.1 tit I hur.641s
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Lady Tigers end season with playoffloss
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD
Murray
High's Lady Tigers concluded a prosporous 13-12
season Thursday night as
Syrnsonta eliminated the
Tiger women 51-42 in
opening round action of
the First Region basketball tournament at
Mayfield High
Murray got off to a slow
start against the 22-3
Riderettes and fell to an
11 point deficit by the
half Fifteen turnovers in
the opening half 'mobilized the normal high scoring Tiger offense the
Lady Tigers had no turnovers in the second
half
"They got their lead in
the first half," said Murray coach Jim Harrell
When they got their lead
in the first half we never
I mild overcome it ••

OBSTACLE
Murray High guard Connie Spann
172 finds a flying obstacle in the way of her Layup En
Wednesday's First Region tournament at Mayfftld
High -The obstacle is Syrnsonia's Cheryl Upton
(21i
Staff photo by Chris Evans

11111
.111
1SA'

I

Harrell explained that
his girls got frustrated
during the opening two
periods, "once you get

frustrated with them you
can just turn the ball
over
" It was a slow start
We were kind of tight I
think We didn't get into
our offense very well the
first half," revealed the
Tiger mentor "The)
denied us the ball real
well, kept us out front.
made us play out front on
the court When they do
that It's hard to get your
ball inside That was my
whole game plan
to get
the ball inside "
The Murray women
returned to the floor in
the second half, got into
their normal offense and
outscored Symsonia
27, but the early 11 point
lead held up for the
Roughriders and proved
substantial enough to
keep the Third District
champions alive in the
tourney
Donna Itou.sse pumped
in a 15-foot jumper for her
first bucket of the evening with 2 31 remaining

in the third period and cut
the Syrmionia lead to
seven, the smallest
Riderette lead since the
early second quarter
Murray fell behind by
15 points just as the final
frame was underway but
quickly cut the lead back
to seven when Leslie
Thompson connected on a
10-footer from the corner
with less than a minute
remaining
However.
time ran out on the diehard comeback attempt
as the Murray girls con( Wiled a winning season
Harrell said he believed his girls have played
better before. but Symsoma took away from
their normal game and
played a tough man-to-

takistrisCord

CHARGE IT(MOSE STORES)

WeRRAY C.
VAAL.. turf 1 I I
Itoom..• 11 7
It.44.1 1 04 2 I.r:44444 7 14 1- Spero 1
:
TI.wrop...1 2! 1 1,01Ali
14 1441
12
SYWOOKIA
1 got.c 4 2 1 11 P 114. Manus 3 04
IV...
I : :4 0.1orn .
41 Manes 0 14 1 14.1..r4 I 1 1 3 Total,
10: 10 1:
14.101.144. — /41424
114134.
Illurt•. 0 :2 Crrneansa
22 1
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Prices Slashed
20%40/
3
4 Just in
Time for Spring!

adie Ilmek

A •644 AK APO
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man defense wtuch allowed the Roughnders to
keep Murray corraled
throughout the opening
half
Monica Greene led the
Lady Tigers m the scoring department, as she
has on nurnorous occasions throughout the
selson. with 17 points
Seniors Lori Schanbacher
and Donna Rousse, who
along with Greene wore a
Tiger uniform for the
final time of their high
school careers, added
nine and seven points
Syrnsonia will advance
to Monday night's semifinals to face Ballard
County, who defeated
Hickman County 39-36 in
opening round action
Wednesday

Lady Racer campaign
halted in tournament,
lose to MTSU,84-73

MARCH OF VALUES S
24-Watt Stereo Car Cassette

By Realist_ •
.,11.11

,

'V

So

l
e

U, M.i..rorita

Save $40

Ctit-380/0

.5995 2488Reg

.• .•,
00
- I

trppressive 12 watts per channel plus a selector for best results with metal or CrO
cassettes Loudness button. bass and treble controls. locking fast-forwardnewirxi into
eject '(4 headphone jack 512-1981"h-

3V''n
ft =

°''i

33% Off

'

Reg 99 95

3-Way Car Stereo Speakers
Reg
59.95

Pair

Digital Alarm Clock

Save $20 on a pair of hqh
speakers Big 5'/4" air sui,ix.ns
woofer with 20-oz magnet 2 fr.,,j
arlge 1
horn tweeter 60- watt
power handling apauty pie pair
*12-1856

Save '4

39 95

• Range-Doubler Switch
• V." Mirrored Scale

OVC tournament teams
arrive in Murray today

Great saving% for nohbvistsr Measures AC and DC volts
DC amps ohms decibels Range-Doubler for volts and
amps With test lea ts
204

Teams playing in the
Ohio Valley Conference
men's basketball tournament will arrive in Murray today with open
practices scheduled for
this evening.
Murray State, OVC
champion and host
member, will practiced
from 3-4 p.m. with Tennessee Tech scheduled
from 4-5, Akron from 5-6,
and Morehead from 6-7
p.m.
Today's practices
were open to the public,
but Friday's workouts
will be open only at the
discretion of the individual coaches.
Friday the tournament's first round games

Automatic Telephone Dialer

0.4

Cut
27%

s.
Racers close in the first
half, scoring 12 of her 14
points before halftime.
but she fouled out with
1354 left in the game
and Murray couldn't
recover.
Lori Barrett,,toppsil
the Lady Raet101 'gcV 1..
1ngwitb20 whiloverreaally proficient scorer,
The top-seeded Lady Diane Oakley, was
Raiders 24-4i took a limited to only six points
seven-point halftime and she fouled out with
lead, 44-37, and pulled 3:44 to play.
Tonight Middle Tenaway to as much as a 16point lead in the second nessee and Morehead
square off in the
half.
women's championship
Murray's Jennie Red- game at Tennessee
wine kept the Lady Tech.
COOKEVILLE, Tenn.
After upsetting
Eastern Kentucky in the
first round. Murray
State's Lady Racers hit a
stone wall Wednesday
and ended their season
with an 84-73 loss to MidttwegagsertowriffirfillIge
Valley Conference
basketball tournament.

43-Range Multitester

Cut 40%

DUOFONE'-100
by Radio Shack

20%
Off

3995
495.

Low-cost stylish and small enough to fit almoSt anywhere' Battery
Backup powers cluck and alarm if AC fails, Battery Sentinel LED
warns of weak battery Big easy-to-read 0 7" display with p m and
alarm indicators 24 hour alarm and snooze Control *63-826

High-Power AM/FM Stereo
Receiver—Slashed 30%

Save 950

349

•••

00 watts per channel, minimum rim Imo
Rog. 499.95

Strength, FM Center-Channol and
iseinel Output Power Meters

!;

ohms

from 20-20.000 Ha, with no more than 0.03% THO
Outstanding features and performance at a sensational low pnoe! This "powerhouse- delivers clean, dynamic sound. even at the highest Waning levels. Inputs for Iwo magnetic cartridge phonos, aux and two tape decks. Giant lighted
dial, loudness and FM-mule buttons, LED indicator for FM stereo. AM,FM.
phono I and 2iind aux. Suit-in subsonic and Hi-MPX haws *31-3000
411411•11111111O1101,

Check Your Phone Book for the Itadiellsaek Store, Computer Center or Dealer Nearest You
'MOM Way %mitt al esonnet,a4 •v(lme

mot)(74 Aa 4441

BIG
ON SMALL
FAWS.

••••-.•

c=3==

will be played with Tech
and Morehead playing at
7 p.m. and Murray and
Akron playing at 9:15
p.m.
Tickets are still
available in Room 211 of
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Advance tickets cost $15
for both nights and
single-game tickets to
Saturday's 'championship contest will be on
salt for $7.50 at the gate.
Friday the ticket window opens at 5:30 p.m.
and Saturday it opens at
6p.m.
s For more tournament
Information, please see
today's special section
which is a supplement to
today's regular paper

O'HO 000

• Dubbing and Monitoring Switches tor Two Tape Decks
• Separate 20-Stipp Bs
Treble and Midrange Controls
• Lighted
Right and

Now you can save $10 and get fast one-button dialing of often-called or
emergency numbers Stores up to 16 numbers Of up to 15 digits each
more bothersome dialing errors LED indicator for memory and dialing Plugs
into modular jack instantly Works on rotary or tone dial lines FCC registered
043-279 au 6.4 NOM/. y ...-•

1171111[44 01141(17C-

NOT THRU RHEW — Symsonia's Becky Rhew
puts up a solid defense against Murray High's
Monica Greene( with ball).
Staff photo by Chris Evans
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Wildcats seek first SEC tourney title
LEXINGTON, Ky. to the finals of three of the
(AP) - The Kentucky four SEC tournaments
Wildcats begin their since the event was
quest for their first reinstated in thc 19711-79
Southeastern Conference season after being shelvTournament champion- ed in the mid-1950s but
ship Friday night.
the championship has
Kentucky has made it eluded them

The Wildcats clinched
their 34th regular season
title in the SEC with a 13-5
record but the need the
tournament crown for an
automatic bid to the
NCAA championships
Kentui k','s opponent

Southeastern Conference Tournament
at Birmingham, Ala.

Akskalems 17)0
11.•••day 7 p 44,
lisobtow 13l

p

ItelOvary 11 6
11/414464661/0 SI 6 5.04.••cf... 7
I,
Fraky, I p 1111
T•0044P11••• 1 10
T1....tvloy 9 p at
Pi•••466 1117

p •••

Vallediebei III?

`,..4•4•-t.

p ••••
164(.•• Eleven

•

Repererractave

inday, 9 p 44,
t$U 1.11
5,04•4416,

p

Mississippi 17 10
indest 3
Osiwris 1S9

Times Eastern Standard

will emerge from Thursday night's clash at Birmingham between Auburn

%taste' and W alkyl landed 1)1.1, .., oti the third
teani
The W il,lcats ha % e been
ulle "ince lakd Saturday
when the feu to L
siana state .4-'O
Afteruards I hill said
his team di,t not plo
with the
mess
and intensity that K
have in the past
The tuburn 11.1bania
clash I hut s•ia% u ill be
h% the Atter first
round hatt le het% een
Tenn•.sse.• an ,t
There ii.• tar quartet
dined 111.1to tlev nE'r OA %
agenda
ith
V a n .1.. t kilt.ie:,itnlst
State and
followed by ‘lissfs.rpin
against t ••••,141.1
Ken tucks VellS the e% ''fling
twinbill t itt, I “ot,i,in,.
State inc e ling t h..
Tennessee :011,1.1
tor
The ...minim!, N III be
played sAtui da% and the
t'hitiijci uship ....init. Sun
day aft, moot,

and Alabama, the defending tournament champion
It will be the second
meeting between the two
arch-nvals in five days.
following Alabarna's 8678 triumph last i.iriday
They. finished competition in the SEC with 8-10
worksheets, good for
eighth place
The tenth -ranked
Wildcats, w- ho are 2Ioverall, split with both
clubs (luring the regular
season
Coach Joe B
Hall
already has indicated
that he will be counting
heavily on the shooting
ability- of Melvin Turpin.
Jini Master and Kenny
Walker
Turpm, a 6-11, 230pound junior from Lexington. V..15 named to The
Associated Press AllSoutheastern Conference.
team Wednesday while
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New format
unpopular
in NCAA track

PONTIAC, Mich. API

- Larry Heidebrecht,
coach at the University of
Texas-El Paso, is uncertain whether the Miners
can win their fourth consecutive NCAA indoor
track and field championship. But he is certain
that the meet's new format is hurting his team.
Heidebrecht, who took
over the Miners'
coaching job last August
after serving two years at
the University of Montana, is upset - like
many other coaches
over the elimination of
the three-mile race and
the distance medley
relay, plus the limited
number of entrants in
each event.
Dropping the two races
and reducing the fields to
12 teams for the mile and
two-mile relays,24 for the
sprints and hurdles, and
other track and
20 for
field events, was
necessary to make room
for the women for the
first time and maintain
the meet's two-day program, said Don Canham,
director of athletics at the
University of Michigan
and the meet director.
However. Heidebrecht
and the other coaches
don't agree with the
streamlined program.
which has cut the number
of final events for man
from 111 to It. There will
be 13 ftnala for women,
five fewer than last year,
when they competed for
their national championship under the banner of
the AIAW (Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women).
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France Al'
Second -seeded BillScanlon of the I•nited
States ad% an,',•,1 1,, uh•
, quarter finals of .1
j75,000
tournament uhiTe
Romanian the N.INLIN1.
staged the fourth upset
in the grand pris...%ent
Nastase ousted N. ,
"'sired John Fit/ger:11d of
Australia 6-4. 6-3 in .1
first-round
mat,•11
Si.anlon dou lied
Afrii-a's Tian Viliiien
I. ti-2. and Amer ii .ini
Nii•k Sat Ian., twat
Ireland's Mat 1 ),,y le 4 4,
41-3, 9-7

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888,

524 Main

When You
Are Buying Your Next
Garden Seeds, Ask What
Happens if They Don't Come Up!
Then Come Ask Us
BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
INDUSTRIAL RD MURRAY, KY

Free Replant On Garden Seed
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-The eliminatibn of the
three-mile add distance
medley relay is absurd."
said Heidebredd "Why
not pick out the 000 or the,
1.11910/ There is no balance
M what they ( the meet
ditd."
said the
maims voted 434 last
year agaiiist eliminating
the two events and they
We fully supported by
the Rules Committee.
Hewer, the NCAA
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We were deeper in game:
"I'm just thankful ...
1990. We could go to the
ninth or tenth man. This everybody on the team
year, we've been playing played well. That's why I
accomplished that
seven people.
honor," McCray said in a
telephone interview.
"I'm very surprised. In Louisville's Scooter Mcthe back of my mind. I Cray and Lancaster Gor-

•
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McCroy, Cords retrace Final Four trail
don one each
scorin/: list
lie ha-.
Gordon was filmed to started 12t, consecutive
the second team. along games and is 11 rebounds
with Milton Wagner of shy of 1,0o0
a plateau
Louisville, Curtis Green achieved b% only tuo
orSouthern
lAnnsville plavers, Wes
Bobby Parks of Memphis Unseld .ind Charlie Ty ra
.44'.h-jll ".411)11111n0(4,
State and Bobby Beecher
of-Virginia Tech
fOrt•a
. was th.. Metro
-Beecher was the only. rebound leader- anti 10 8
freshman on either all- a game and was second in
conference team
sconni! with a fl 18 8
Earlier, he had been average Wiggins, a 6-1
voted the .league's senior guard, led the
outstanding freshman.
league in scoring with
"Individually. I feel 22.9 points a game'
Thompson, a 6-6 senior
this is my best year," McCray said. "I think I won forward. was third in
the award for the all- scoring, averaging 17 6
around play I've shown points per contest Janes.
this season. All my per- a 6-8 senior center, was
sonal statistics are up."
second in rebounding
McCray, with 1,200 - With JU 2 a game and
career points, is ninth on fifth in scoring with 16 8
the Cardinals' career points 17er game

Iunivre,

,Toisanpideutup

1,44, Mawr

••• • ;

thought Keith Lee would
be the likely candidate
for this award for the second straight year."
Lee, of Memphis State,
was named to the AllMetro first team, along
with Mitchell Wiggins of
Florida State. Paul
Thompson of Tulane and
Dwight Jones of Cincinnati.
McCray and Lee were
the top vote-getters, each
being named on 28 of the
29 ballots among coaches,
sports writers and broadcasters 'in the seven conference cities.
McCray got 11 votes for
Player of the Year, Wiggins eight, Lee six,
Thompson two, and

Ilitiatanniarn 11144 unfet ell.•
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"This is more of a role
CINCINNATI AP) Metro Conference Player team. Everybody knows
of the Year Rodney Mc- what he has to do to win."
Mc(7ray averaged 11.6
Cray says his Louisville
team is out to retrace the points per game as
path followed by the 1980 Louisville finished the
Cardinals, who won regular season 27-3 and
Metro regular season and 12-0 in conference play
tournament titles on their and was ranked third in
way to the NCAA cham- the Associated Press college basketball poll. He
pionship.
"That's a goal we've was the top shooter in the
set," the 6-foot-7 senior conference, with ,a .590
forward said Wednesday field goal percentage.
after being named the and was third in rebounding, averaging 8.8 a
corifetence's top player.
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"MOLDS ANY TILLER NOW UNTIL APRIL
MURRAY

RENTAL SALES
200 E. Main

CENTER
7534201

•Do you need tax benefits on your savings"
•I>o you need these benefits with 100% guarantee
of principal and acciunulated interest
*Do you need good interest return with
long term guarantees.
*Do you want the opportunity to generate a tax
advantage income you cannot out live'
If you answered "yes" to any of theae,que.stions you should

learn about no risk tax deferred annuities offered by National Investors Life.

For Information Call
Denny Lane (502)442-6373

PLANTER

EXTRA LAY-A-WAY SPECIAL
$100" NOLDS ANY RIDER NOW UNTIL APRIL
40" MOLDS ANY WALK BENIND NOW UNTIL APRIL

WE SERVICE
WHAT
WE
SELL

1-7111LitAFILDifbb
wants to lighten
your tax burden.

Please send information concerning deferred annuities
Name
Address
Phone

City

WE TRADE
FOR
ANYTHING
"VOLUME
DIALER"
"Mr

HIWARD
LYONS We're making things happen.
No.* 'I ,n St..k I ci
400 Kentucky Ave. • Suite 100 • r.o. box 1096
.
. Paducah. Kentucky 42001
15021442-6373
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HEALTH

• Purina's plea for three-year delay denied by judge

Help for hay fever
Lawrence E. LaMb,M.D.
es other than pollens. such
as animal dander in your
case If you had a seasonal
allergy to one or a few
pollens. you would be much
easier to treat and you
might be able to solve your
problem by simply asolding
the offending substance
Avoiding exposure to what
ever you are allergic to is
often the best of all treat
ments but if sou are aller
gtc to too mans substances
this may become • little
impractical
Most of the symptoms
from allergic rhinitis are
caused by the body s rear.
tion to the release of hista
mine Some medicines are
used to prevent histamine
release Others ,the antihis
(amine medicines, neutral
ize the rife( is of histamine
Still others counteract the
inflammators re,rionv to
the histanimi. T Ni- steroid
hormones are
atego

DEAR Oft LAMI1
base chronic allervi rhin
itis which is similar to alter
go asyipi.s that sou dis
I U55041 frf our I •Iumn but it
doesn t obstruc t ms breath
ing For sears I se endured
sp•smociii
iAnukive
sneering but when I turned
10 it got mu' h orsialiivr.t esers (I•s r71",
nose swells 'up like J balloon
and is like r•ss meat on the
ins;,fe Te-st at the (-lint(
.,hov,e41 1 arn sensitise to
r ag Ared a nd other pollens
animal dander household
dust looking fumes and
fungi Ms house had a damp
mildewed basement that
ated matters
.1,!Jr.•,,i- smoke also
e,,es water and
Tt
run but the (ne
.i...!g.st puffing J141 s said
wa, .1 rmtl, I SI taken
I ilt: ...oh, and hail pollen
\

IcAr

I

so it.. • !!"figyr

need
aril

but this
disfiguring md I

' I %AM Voirri.irl
TV,

rat,

if., ti,.1%
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HE
allergy rhmifis is
it is
•
4 411
,
11 ti.es fuser
;mp..teintt. retognire that
an be , ause.1 bs allergo
respon;e< to mans ,ubstanc

r

Talk to our (jto tor again
soror doctor' will usc pred
nicone in small amount% ins
tially to control symptoms
and then continue with
;prays that (contain steroids
for Irx-al relief of nasal
syfil;itiir11%

1 M sending you The
Health Letter 8-1. Hay
Fever iAllervc klunitisi. for
more information Others
ran send 75 cents with a
stamped
selflongs
addressed ensriope for it to
ma- in rare of this newspaper F'O Box 1551 Radio
I its Mat ion New York. NY
lq019
I)14
LAMB
lAhAt is thrush Vmill hot•
mones and sitarnins help Is
there an underling disease
causing this' Is it (lint:,
glOUS". Is setast infection the
same disease'
liVAK
FtFkl)Fli
Thrush is ( aused hs a
fungus Yeast is a general
name for sarious fungi and
includes mondia or Uandida
albicans who h is the fungus
that cause, thrush These
fungi are present in the
trwtith of about • third of the
general population tsually
the bacteria that are nutmally present prevent the
montla frfirn affecting the
tissues
It may cause mouth sores
with creams white patches
in the mouth This Is caused
by an overproduction of the
fungi It can occur in infants
or in adults who ?lase dia-

betes or problems with
dentures And it may occur
when antibiotic treatment
has eliminated the normal
bacteria in the mouth and
allowed an overgrowth of
the fungi It Is rpt filet4
vous
The underling problem
such as diabetes if it is present should be controlled and
various medicines may be
used to decrease the fungi
and(orrect the problem

TERIYAKI
Take a new tack the
next time you have flank
'teak Cut it into thin
strips and marinate in
commercial teriyaki
sauce about two hours
Thread onto bamboo
skewers and grill then
sprinkle with toasted
sesame seeds Instead of
rice, serve these tasty
steak strips the California way on a crisp bed of
shredded lettuce Onzzle
with the extra tenyaki
sauce and enjoy the crunchy texture, great flavor
and reduced calories of
this specialty

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP, — A -federal- judge
has rejected a plea by
Ralston Puns Co. to
delay for three years a
civil damages trial stemming from the 1911l sewer
explosions in Louisville.
Ralston lawyer -Kenneth Anderson asked for
the delay in trying more
than POO million in suits,
saying the comparry
could not defend itself
because seven key
employees were refusing
to testify
But U S. District Judge
Thomas A. Ballentine Jr
said Wednesday in a
pretrial conference that it
would be "manifestly unjust" to the plaintiffs to
grant the request.
Still, the trial will not
be held until Feb 6, 1904_
It is expected to last from
four to six weeks, and
Ballentine said the date
was the next available
term of that length in his
courtroom.
Anderson said he might
appeal Ballentines ruling to the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Cinctrusati
The action sterns from
the Feb 13, 1961. explosions that ripped through

three miles of sewers in
south central Lenurvilie.
Ralston pleaded guilty
in January 1912 to four
counts of violating
federal environmental
Laws. criminal misdemeanors, and paid a
$62.000 fuse. It admitted
negligently releasing
hexane. a volatile cleaning agent, into the
sewers
The employees'
lawyer, Frank Haddad
Jr.. has advised them not
to testify in the civil cases
until a five-year statute of
lunitations foe possible
federal criminal charges
expires in 1946.
But Kyle Hubbard, the
lead attorney for
neighborhood residents in
a $250 million class-action
suit against Ralston, said
that he believes the company wants to delay the
trial so it can avoid paying millions of dollars in
punitive damages by continuing to make out-ofcourt settlements covering just actual damages.
Anderson said Ralston
has paid $2.7 million
through settlement offers
Hubbard said he was
not aware of precedent
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Nearly all of the 35
Ralston employees who
testified before a grand
jury that led to indictments in the earlier case
were granted 'Immunity
from prosecution. But the
immunity -would not apply if they testified in the
civil damages cases.
According to Ralston's
unsuccessful motion to
delay the trial, seven

employees who would be
essential to the company's defense have
refused to testify.
Ralston, Anderson said,
is confident the
employees' testimony
would show that Ralston
did not act intentionally
or with gross negligence
In causing the explosions.
The plaintiffs must prove fhe,company's conduct
was intentional and
grossly negligent to collect punitive damages.
Uncooperati,ve
employees could be subpoenaed as witnesses in a
trial, but they would have
a constitutional right to
refuse to answer any
questions they believe
might provide evidence
against them in possible
criminal cases.

Folk music singer dies
SARATOGA SPRINGS,
N.Y.
AP) — Logan
English, a Kentucky
native who was involved
in the nation's folk-music
revival of the mid-1950s
as a singer, instrumentalist and composer, has
died at a Saratoga Springs hospital after being
struck by a car.
English, 54, was reared
on a family farm in Bourbon County, Ky. He moved to Saratoga Springs
about 10 years ago, where
he pursued acting with
the Cale Lena Players, a
community theater
group, and singing at the
Cafe Lena.
He was associated with
folk singer Woody
Gutherie and said in an
interview last summer
that Gutherie had a
tremendous influence on
his own style.
City police said English
was struck by a car a few
minutes before midnight
Tuesday while crossing
Route 50 in Saratoga Springs. The pavement was
wet and slippery and
police said the driver had
no chance of avoiding
him. No charges were filed.
Officials at Saratoga
Hospital said English
died about an hour after
the accident of massive
internal injuries.
English told The
Courier -Journal in
Louisville, Ky., last summer that he set out to be
an actor. He earned his
bachelor's degree at
Georgetown (Ky.)College and attended the
Yale Drama School. He

headed for New York and
an acting career after
receiving his masters-offine-arts degree in 1956.
After being in New York for less than three
months, he recorded his
first album, and began
trying to establish
himself as a folk singer.
He struggled to make
ends meet — unloading
coffee on docks, moving
furniture, weiting tables
and doing clerical work.
But he also was on his
way to becoming a performer.
He sang in Carnegie
Hall twice in. 1957, and
had a radio show on
WBAI in New York for a
while. He worked con-'
rens from coast-to-coast
and directed the
American Hootenanny
Festival.
English also continued
to make records.
Through last summer he
had made six albums, including "Kentucky Folk
Songs and Ballads,"
which incorporated many
of the songs he
reffiembered from his
childhood.
He met Gutlule In the
1950. at a party in Greeawicb Village. but was.SOL
familiar with Guthrie's
work. Later, though, he
etbvoted most . of two
albums to songs by
Guthrie.
When ABC produced a
documentary on the
Arnerican labor movement, English was asked
to direct the music and
sound track. Most of the
music he selected was
Guthrie's.

U.S. tobacco industry reviewed

Reg 9 86 10 86

PeiJ 46

for a corporation contending it could not prepare
for a trial because its
employees would not provide testimony. He said
the trial should go on
even if the employees'
refuse to testify, but he
conceded that such a
refusal probably would
cast doubt on Ralston in
the minds of jurors.
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MYRTLE BEACH tion in determining the in(AP) — Despite predic- dustry's growth. Fisher
tions of a slump in said.
He said a new federal
domestic consumption
and a drop in exports, the excise tax on cigarettes
American tobacco in- could cause a temporary
dustry will continue to drop in consumption and
grow, an industry official said possible federal action on self-extinguishing
says.
But that growth will be cigarettes could hamper
smaller than in years growth.
Fisher said there is also
past and, compared to
previous decades, might talk in Washington about
even be called a regulation that would'
regressive, Phil Fisher require that tobacco adtold those attending a ditives be incluled on
conference here Wednes- cigarette package.
But Fisher said the
day.
The conference, spon- bright spot in the
sored by agriculture col- domestic outlook is that
leges in the tobacco
- tobacco is a commodity
growing states of North with an international
Carolina, South Carolina, market.
World production is exVirginia, Florida and
Georgia,dealt with issues pected to be up 3 percent
facing the industry in the a year, he said; adding
that the world tobacco
coming decade.
Fisher, the Manager of market is over 4.6 trillion
Leaf Blending and cigarettes and increasing
Agricluture for the every year.
Brown and Williamson
But be warned that the
Tobacco Co., predicted world tobacco trade has
that growth in the increased at such a pace;
domestic tobacco in- that It has made both;
dustry would amount to American and foreign;
only about .3 percent a companies more quality
year.
Even the most opnohow said this is a
Umiak projections, be critical time far the in,
,
said, peg industry growth &miry and told the;
agriculture eaucatorel
at I permit.
There are a tremso they moot provide experdoss assowit of factors to tise to farmers to growl
be taken into considers. the best inahly tobacco
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Convicted murderer blames
drug-spiked wine for action
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UNIVERSITY POSTER PRESENTED - 1)ebe Tashjian, president of the
American Advertising Federation IAAF flub at Murray State University,
presents a poster of the university campus to Dr Keith M Heim, head of special
collections and archives in the Pogue Library at Murray State The AAF Ads
Club had the posters designed and then sold them to make money to send five
representatives to the AAF district advertising competition an Columbus, Ohio,
April 21 Artist Joe Rigsby right, assistant professor in the Department of Art,
points out an interesting feature of the campus poster.
iPhOtO by Valeria Allison
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CLEVELAND (AP) — florists group from using
The maker of Budweiser the slogan.
beer has gone to court to
"Our position is that
stop Cleveland florists bud is an English word,"
from promoting their said Harry G. Shaffer Jr.,
blossoms with the phrase association executive
"This bud's for you."
secretary. "We're not in
The Florists Associa- the beer business, we
tion of Greater Cleveland in the flower business."
used the phrase in its promotion last year for
Livestock market
"Sweetest Week," an ef11114./1011.1.3. Ity !AC,
fort aimed at boosting
Estimated reasieU rattle wad ,stre.
flower sales.
10 eel wonigh a/ any dais on of for
Anheuser-Busch Inc. of an *emirate wee Wet
Itaeghter heders seed 2*I Ws 31 U
St. Louis, Mo., has spent adllity
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112 15 makes 74 11N14 113
moting Budweiser beer
v0.4,0 slava medium frame 1
lks N 0.73$, IN Ws SI hi
with the phrase "This
otedaria trues 3 304311ba U 000
Bud's for you," Writ home 2 Holsteins 4111 bs fe U
developed by D'Arcy fl Its $112. hators abeam frenas
20411 Ike NI*A 117 tesdiese home
MacManus & Meatus, a 01470
Ile•04111
ref the week Illeedaller steert
St. Louis advertising
steady I.few sksedlilet healers *73
agency.
Me.r. sisughlor min 11020 in
The lawsuit filed Tues- 46 Meese 10 kiessr, sleaglier bulb
Meads eksosk/st cases sad sealers
day in US. District Court Kra
lowisur deers aid., NO Ms MI,
here says Budweiser and I• higher wsteds over 01 Ike
slawity Fmk% Noilers1411.30begin
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Hess 01 brown sad gifts 7110
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Beer producer, florists battle
over 'bud'slogan in courtroom

Stock market
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Scudder,a retired researcher and associate professor at the Institute of
Mind, Drugs and
Behavior at Chicago's
Loyola University.
Brock. a 17-year-old
from Walker County. admitted his role in the slayings a month ago He
pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to three consecutive life terms.
But West, an
unemployed laborer who
moved from Chattanooga
to Walker County a
month before the slayings, insisted that Scudder must have poured
[SD into the wine he gave
West and Brock and that
the hallucinogenic drug
had driven him insane.
State agents testified
they found three vials
labeled "[SD 25" at Corpsewood Manor after the
killings.
Defense attorneys cited
a statement West gave
authorities after his arrest, in which he said
Brock wanted to kill
Scudder because of a sexual encounter between
the two several days
earlier.
But prosecutors insisted the murders were
part of a premeditated
robbery planned by West
and Brock. They labeled
West's contention that he
had been drugged "a red
herring."
The seven-woman,fiveman jury sided with the
state after less than two
hours of deliberations. It
took them another 2k-/
hours to decide that West
should receive the death
penalty.
Judge Joseph E. Loggins set West's execution
date for May 2, although
an automatic appeal, to
the Georgia Supreme
Court will keep West
alive After that date. He
also sentenced West to
life in prison for his armed robbery conviction.
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SUMMERVILLE. Ga.
AP) — An unemployed
laborer who claimed his
actions were caused by
[SD-spiked wine bowed
his heed as a judge read
his death sentence for
slaying two reputed devil
worshipers at a north
Georgia home.
Samuel T. West, 30,
was convicted by a jury
Wednesday of two counts
of murder and one count
of armed robbery in the
deaths of Charles Scudder, 51, and Joseph
Odom,37.
'I don't think they have
the right to sit in Judgment,'' said the victim's
brother, Myra Haygood.
Who are they to say
what happened that
night'!" she asked. "They
weren't there. Even the
two eyewitnesses didn't
know what happened to
them. They said they just
went crazy after they
drank that wine."
Scudder and Odom
were killed Dec. 12 at
"Corpsewood Manor," a
castle-like home they had
built on a mountaintop in
the Chattahoochee National Forest south of
Chattanooga, Tenn.
•
Chattooga County
authorities investigating
the killings labeled Scudder and Odom homosexual devil worshipers and
told of finding human
skulls, cult and witchcraft paraphernalia
and homosexual
literature in their castle
home.
Two witnesses, teenagers Teresa Hudgins
and Joey Wells, testified
they came to the castle
with West and' Kenneth
Brock and were invited in
by Scudder to drink his
homemade wine.
Before the night was
over, Scudder and
OdoM's bullet-riddled
bloated'nit tin the floor of
their home as West and
Biock fled westward in a
Jeep they stole from
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NKU eliminates two presidential candidates
HIGH I. A N D
HEIGHTS. Ky. 0 AP ) Raymond Hornbeck, vice
president for university
relations at the University of Kentucky, has been
eltuuruited as a candidate
for the presidency of Northern Kentucky University
NKU officials said Dr
William Chmurny, vice
President of academic at-

fairs at Idaho State
University. also was
dropped.

Kenneth Lucas of

10 days to interview the
candidates agiiin
Sometime after those interviews. Lucas said, the
board is expected to elect
a new president.

Florence. chairman of
the NKU board, said the
field was narrowed to
four candidates during a
NKU is choosing a suemeeting of the presiden- cessor to Dr. A.D.
tial search committee Albnght. 69, who is retirlast Friday.
ing this year after servLucas said the board ing as Northern's presiwill meet within the next dent since 1976

By Abigail Van Buren

Woman. Pays Full Price
DEAR ABBY List summer when I Nat turned 18, I had
a very short aftalr with a II year old boy (He looked
older Am if that a oin't had enough. I became pregnant I
&bawl on whether to tell him. and I finally did He WAS
serv upset as 44(AA to be expected
wii• preparing to go off to college and I knew there
via. no way I could have a baby. so I had an abortion
The boy- agrei-il that it was the best thing to do and
pf»,1011/5.5(11 to pay h,lt the iiist
I had the alw.rto n List September and he hasn't paid a
dime toward it I !alkedeto him on the telephone a few
times and his kept vromming to send me the money, hut he
never did I think I have waited long enough and don't
know what to do now I hail to borrow the money for the
abortion and I has, to pas it hat k I've considered telling
his parents about the whole thing, hut most parents will
take their child's side, so what good would it do'
What do vou think I should
NAMELESS. PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: Because the **boy" was 14. you
could possibly be in trouble for contributing to the
delinquency of a minor, or possibly charged with
statutory rape. 1A-stre bad enough alone, and write
off the loss as tuition in the school of experience.
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DEAR LOST: Don't put all the blame on her. If
your father wanted a little private time with you, he
could arrange it. She may be calling the tunes, but it
still takes two to tango.
DEAR ARM A recent column has brought about this
letter Lately some of your women readers have wntten to
«implant because their husbands call them "Mama"
Well, 7iri years ago I married Mildred Watkins from
Virginia, and I wouldn't trade her for the national debt
We havr four nice t hildren. 12 grandchildren and six
great grandchildren and they all cal) her ''Mama I have
c4illet4 her -Mama- from the vers beginning. and she has
never complained It's a term of endearment, and she
adores it
Donng the eight years when I was governor of Kentucky
and she was Kentucky's first lady. she was known to
everbody as "Mama Chandler" Even the state police
called her -Mama They still do. and she loves it
With every good wish. I am
ALBERT Ii CHANDLER. VERSAILLES. KY
DEA It MR. CHANDLER:(-Happy,- right?) Thanks
for the pro-Mama vote. Your letter was s real upper.

Your individual
Horoscope
resolution

Brine discharge controls urged

'
land
_
Ststrfstie57

ii

OF:Ak ABBY 'Eight years ago our mother passed away
after a lung illness. Six months later our father married a
woman who is the complete opposite of our mother She's
bossy argumentative and outspoken In spite of all that,
we are grateful that I tad meats content with her .
The problem Not once since our father niarried this
woman have we been able to have a private conversation
with him. (We have tried ) When we call long distance
ithey live
miles awayi. she get* on the extension and
horns in. When we see-Owns. she doesn't let him out of her
sight for a minute Sh• reads every 144ter we send Dad
She es en opens the letters addressed to him
We would enjoy a little pnvate time with our father
alone, but she will not allow it What do you suggest'
LOST ONE FATHER

1,1.1.71.01y
"• f

YOU TRIEO TO 5ELL OCEAN
VIEW CONDOMINIUMS
IN THE MIDDLE OF
THE DESERT -

BEFORE WE LEAVE
5PtKE TELL ME wiit
TWE COYOTES WERE
50 MAD AT 'IOU_

SAier
REAL

LIKE
OUR NEW COOKIE
JAR, NANCY?

HOW DO YOU

LEXINGTON

IT'S PRETTY AND
I LIKE IT VERY
MUCH, BUT IT
. HAS ONE
PROBLEM--

Ky. bard said If we were
writing the
right now, that's what I

AP i - The Lexington
Urban County Council
said it wants strict controls placed on oil brine
discharge that has been
polluting some of Ken-,
tUcky's streams and
rivers.
The council's resolution
may ask for a tougher
regulation than the state
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet has proposed. said Council Member
Anne Gabbard.
"From what I heard today and from what I have
heard in the past, reinjection is.the only real way
to get rid of the brine
- discharge," Mrs. Gab-

would write."
Reinjection would
dispose of the brine by in-

letting it below the water
table underground so that
it would not harm drinking water
Brine
waste water
produced in drilling for
oil and natural" gas -spills into streams and
ultimately into the Kentucky River. Bromides
and chlorides in the brine
combine with organic
matter to produce
trihalomethanes. a cornpound suspected of cau:sing cant!er.

Reminder! Contribute
i the undersigned as of
March 9 1963 will no
to your Political Party
longer, be responsible - -on income Tax Return
II 00 for State Political
for any debts other than
Party .50 for Local
my Own Billy Hester
Political Party

Fraaces Drake
FOR FRIDAY,
MARCH 11. 1903
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
mum
I mar. 21 to Apr. 19,

Er

yotir turn to plan a parsocially, you,11 be well.
received and you'll meet with
romance. Be sure to mix with
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 201
Be deeisive about a career
matter, yet act discreetly. Someone you meet through
drawn
romantically
busuginabe
'
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
A new contact proves
helpful careerwise. You'll be
attracted -romanticidly to one
from afar. Social life is fulfilling
CANCER
June 21 to July 221
It's a profitable time for investments and matters of joint
security. Begin to think about
long-term domestic and
security interests.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 72
Follow the lead of close ties
For good times now. Don't
think that you have to arrange
everything Allow others to
plan for your happiness.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 /VII
You may be drawn romantically to someone on the job.
Dealings with banks and
credit unions are favored.
Work goes well.
I.EBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Show your affections and
they'll be reciprocated. Investigate creative options.
Take up the piano, sing, write
or draw.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23to Nov. 211
A friend of the family may
be in a position to help you
careenvise. Get ahead of the
contipetition; work overtime.
ae
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 "
Those who can get away for

Jr

\

I'VE SEEN PEOPLE
WITH MOX I E BEFORE,
BUT HE TAKES T
CAKF!

CO1 Jr2AC- <440 DON'T
BE A 5...ibeh_E-f5RAIN
'AfKlur
•
iç
t
s10.4•-•
lo
ma- as. ill
ill

Lost Rolliveiler Wg!
black and tan has a gold
coller lost in the vicinity
of North 16th St Call .
753 0195 Reward

the weekend will have a pleasant time. Sports, hobbies and
other leisure pastimes lead to
romantic meetings.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan.19)
tpwanny, you're ready to
make some important career
steps. Heed your inner voice.
Shop for the home and entertain others.
AQUARIUS
iJan.hitoFeb.111)
Its an ideal time for a
weekend jaunt. A neighbor
may invite you to a pony.
Make sure yen wives affectionste feelings.
PISCES
(Feb. LH° Mar.al XIU
Well want to spend some
time alone with private
thoughts and projects You
may visit a'Willa or do some
charity work.
YOU BORN TODAY are
ireatIve aastlogtote. Normu and ridelistrung, you'll
have to be cureful Out
temperament dessn't get the.
beet of you.at Wm Highly
alsolistac, yea eas become a
leader et a camas You have an
interest ln righting wrcep
and may be drawn to politics
and public'enact. Do not ist a
need for security cause you' to
became expedient.

PALG Complete Glass
Co has all types of glass
mirrors - -and'Vex-Foram Cut to all sizes and
shapes We install store
fronts. replace
aluminum doors.
closers, hinges, locks
and weatherstrips We
install auto glass, fix
storm windows, storm
doors and - patio door
glass. Make up sf401V
cases and picture
frames MBG Glass, 116
Coldwater Rd 753 01140

Church Nursery Worker
needed for church ser
vice For information
-call 753 6731 after 4p fn
Clean up man needed.
_ Buffing experience required. 753 0164 or 753
0945
General Sales Manager
We offer a challenging
Position with excellent
growth potential, salary
plus bonus, company
car; expense account
Extenti've training
program and fringe
benefits Resporrible for
sales. marketing
strategies and dc.
velopment of personnel.
Advancement depends
on your _ performance_
and, desire to move
ahead. Degree in
marketing or business
preferred Send resume
and include salary his
tory to P 0 Box 1040A,
Murray
L4censed practical
nurses Apply at West
View Nursing Home,
1401 South 16th.
Murray. Ky.
Marketing Sales orien
ted person. must be self
motivated Call cbllect,
a 2 1
1 755 for
appointment
PROCESS MAIL. AT
HOME! $75 per hun_
dred! No experience.
Part or full time Start
immediately. Details
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C R I 520. P0. Box 45,
Stuart, FL. 33495

Lit us toil.' you.
complete wedding
1,1 0 5 1, in

Nolo

photograph'.

CARTER STUDIO
yl

'

5

Ballons or a I oc
casions. Happy Birth
day, Anniversary. Get
Well. It's a boy; 44-11
Girl, many more also
Smurfs. E T Garfield
Phone 436 5194 for in
formation and prices
TN'S* are Helium in
fiated Mylar balioifl

onorotic
oolhoitod
s travel work
sod woks
25,000 to
40,000 a year
'C'
1-000.1126-4175
r 1 400-020$20.

Secretary receptionist
for doctor's office Must
have ex ciflent secrets
nal skills, should be
career oriented, salary
commensurate with
Skills Send typed re
some to P.O. Sox 104011.
Murray. Ky. 42671.
TEXAS OIL. COMPANY
Mid* Mature WW1
for short trips sur•
Moulin, Murray. Con
tact customers. We
train. Write W.D,
Dickerson. Pres..
Southwestern Petre
fount. Sox ME Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101

We are taking- Aired-tica
Lyme Grove, Stella.
Coldwater. -116001111leg
Rd area Per more
Information, Call 70
0132 anytime. ,

Experienced Typist
Will do NOW In my
home. oast eminent
and r•ason•Ol•
/13.

16

P41.1. 151111. ME M14

• k, 1.1.1/1.1.21 &

Mf.' 1hur4a. March

10 1903

3E0.42%,
9. Situation Wanted

•

E xperience
houSilrk NOV . have re
terences /53 6179
Need responsibie
mother to babysit on
weektnos 753 3250 after
530
Will keep and .care for
elderly lady in our
home. experience and
Cali
references
753 6392
Will stay With elderly
people 7S3 1242
Will to odd Mtn, house
clean. baby- Simni7 e`c
CAD 762 4253.

V. Musical
SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO
TOR SALE
Wall Imes** party
is Me nu pens Cas
seis 1100 tie lk
Penn In 171 Catch
Illass 17231

23. Exterminating

11. Business Opportunity
B IG MONEY IN
SPORTS! Own your
own sporting goods
business! SPORT
CIRCLE will show yOu
the way Be eilihated
with an international
franchise, earn big
profits, lull or part
time! 52,400 gets you
started! Call BILL
WARD collect 0171
421 6910 or write SPORT
CIRCLE.. INC-77- So 9th
St . Stroudsburg, Pa

•

•

Kelley's Termite
8, Pest Control
Moose 7S3 3911

24. Miscellaneous

I.Pets Supplies

25. Business Services

form and other
returns. 1104 Pogo.,
Mortar, 759-1425

30111S
TAX SIIIVICI
412-1662
for appointaseert.

17. Mobiletiorne Sales

swank
1971 Howlett, 12152. 1
bedroom, air condition
washer dryer, carport
under pinned. storage
building
Call 7536066
or 759 4539
1975 Lawrence 1214c
excellent Condition
storage
underpinned
building, after a 30p m
733 4914
1971 12130. Good cond.
lien 49 1613'
Mobile home and lot 7
.,edroons. 17v S5 close to
For information
caltiCS 2113
Tsvo zedroom
located
at Riviera CM $2000
Call 312 2352

34. Houses for Rent

Extra nice 3 bedroom
home Located close to
Used spinet piano, used
753
town $350,month
organs, used grand
pianos, player piano, Joyce Noel's Tax Ser 0692
Prices start at Newly refinished 2 be
vice
Bald
practice pianos
win pianos. organs. $7.50 for short forms No droom
2 bath, den.
copies made living room. kitchen.
Lonardo Piano Co next waititig
to
ready
spot
and
has gas
Paris, on the
utility rOOrn
to Penney's
mail 1692110
Tenn
heal, washer /dryer
hook up $250 month
$100 deposit 753 11207
Two bedroom. Carpet
with stove, refrisperator,
air condition, gas or
e lectric heat
$200/month.' deposit
required, no pets -753
5992
Two bedroom house,
skive and refrigerator
gas heat
furnished
located at 410 South
letti 5100 deposit 5175
rent
Call 753 5091

ATAR I CARTS
szoo cortiou 4

200 CARTS
Skettermao Music

RiCORDS•TAPES•STEREO
AUCTION SALE

Saturday, March 12, 1163 at the late Mr.
Mrs. Gilbert Parks Farm on the old Murray Concord Road. 2 miles East of Cherry
Canners Church, II miles Stxstheast of
Murray.
Selling lots of antiques and household
items. Antiques; Oak rocking chair, table
and chairs, oak leaf tables, cigar boxes,
iron bed, trunks, quilts, chiffarobe, dated
fruit )ars, oak dresser, sewing machine,
McGuffey reader and other old books, victrola. sterioscope with cards, stone pitchers, dish cabinet, carnival glass, cake
stand, churn, butter mold, stone jugs and
Jam glassware. ironware, oak rope leg
table. Household Items: Two black and
white TVs, air conditioner, window fan,
bed linen, recliner, electric heaters, hidea-bed, dining table and chairs, Maytag
washer and dryer, cook stove and
refrigerator. Lots more items too
numerous to mention. Folks there is no
telling what we will find. Don't miss this
good little country auction.

Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch served on grounds.
Administrator-D. Ward Cook
I
Auctioneer-Terry Shoemaker
Licensed and Bonded in Kentucky and
Tennessee.
e
For more information call
or 71.90"4

46. Homes for Sale

Couples only

37. Livestock Supplies
25 Nice pigs will' 54P11 1
or as many as you want.
Call' after 7p

43651)2
AT STUD
2 Arabian
Stalligns, yOor choice '2
old Etrirptitn or Serene
Breeding
Ron Talent.
753 494

Quarter Horse Stallion
standing in Princeton.
Ky
Doc Bar, Poco
Buono, Sugar Bars
Breeding For informs
tion call Sandy Boat,
365 0193 day. 365 6356
night.

Party
Moving Sale

Homes fix Sale

By Owner 3 bedroom
1 . bath home icKated
at 1616 Oisichiii Dr.ve n
Westwood Sub has OAse
board heat arta A •
condition Only i.e0
one year Ca++ 733 ells
Extra nice brick nome
(ity tor
ifiL afro
convenien• shoPP.no
n @IL e''en'
House is
condition wth 3 BR
dining room and . gar
age wet' nsulate0 anc1
natural gas mean 'ow
Owner
util.tv 0 's
imam ino -s available
Pr ceci Ver• 10,W AT
Cali Spann
576 000
Realty Assoc 753 7774

ServIces Offered

51 Campers

53 Services Offered

•

4 Party
Garage Sale

1 311

_

CHIM CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435-4348

•

1

rambling

one

adventure that Mt
came on the market this
week
Century 21
Loretta Jobs Reiltors
appreciates yOUr call

AKC Pomernian.
housebroken shots
Call 753 Mr?
ing7S3 1492

FOR SALE
Tires Sadness from bane as 111 West et Collimner. Iles beef, ees1 wag. nre stamp Meese
es 1/4 ewe. $11,1100.

•

4 do

' ?'
,,Ora•
Q4go
•
;
(
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ip.)P,4Vir
....14
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It's Spring Planting Time!
Asekses 61.99 6/$10.66
itbabere
*Seesekerey Flesh
Meaborrie•
Aseennes
Sr Tberelesa glackberries * kelt Trees
*Shoals
*Feces Trees
* tornado
1aposew Sepia
Vaietabi• Plait,
* Neese Pleats
e:!agreed Ties
e/ Bedding Plants
!eon
Ileapide geskeN $1.911-t1.99
(11.26•6 To GassIfsfe)
Oise leapslel411114•04

HUTCHENS RANT FANS.
MIN IOUS
WNW

MaSO•NM
mg
NO Mr
Ma
•Pi elm In
ft•
la I sek

•kw

ow-1`
Nir

designer and builder. Contracted or Hourly. Tripp Williams 436-2415.
SNOW and Real Estate Broker.

JC C
COMPANY

Auction Sale Saturday March 12th at 10 a.m. 2.0

miles south of Murray, Ky on Highway 641 at the Jeff
Waters farm.
WIll sell one model 245 Massey Fergerson diesel tractor,
power steering. 8 speed transmission. auxiliary hyd. spin out
wheels with 290 hours,like new 8' wheel disc, nice 3 bottom spring
trip plows seal bearing rollers and trash covers. good 2-row
cultivator, 3-poost rotary hoe, a good 1240 John Deere 4 row
planter with new fertize boxes, and fir openers. 166 bu. gravity
wagon with ton running gear, one row corn picker,6-row 3 point
spray rig. model 35 Massey Fergerson combine with both heads
6" Behlen unloading auger with 1-hp electric motor, air fan for
grain bin, 2-hyd rams.300 gal. diesel tank about half full of diesel,
3-point tractor seeder, side mount tool box, pick-up side boards,
2$ bu hog feeder and watering troughs, one tarring crate, 1.000 lb
of 6-24-24 fertilizer 16' corn elevator la h.p. motor. Other items
- '
•
-TkOt
Site-twill be held rain or shine.-Not responsible IbP actitensil.
Sale conducted by Dan Miller's Auction Service. For more information and your auction needs Call 4354144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Den IAVher-Aectiosseer
Licoosod end Deeded he Ky. end Teas. N•, 1 2$1
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

Mose 435-4426
•

a

PASSIVE AND SOLAR HOME BUILDERS

FARM MACHINERY
AUCTION

crowds There is es
citement in every room

this
Saddles and Bridles. of
story
with pro
new one used Horses cries,girded
and Ponies The Saddle toweringgarden and
hardwoods
Shop. Princeton. Ky Dial .133 len
rid ask
365.0193 der, 345 1356 Century
.21 to show you
nicest
this

I.Pets.Supplies

46

•' • ,• Bookikeep,nig and
OU 000fr A 14„,,E
l' Ft Mon or Campino
e e•per,en:e
BAILEY'S CARPET
-ots 01 OcitCloar ,.•• n9
ti ter
lull, Sett Coe
'rus' Ca ,'
Sr lulled
s Pr•iate
n'ec7 2i 9179
CLEANIIIC
A,•fp lot *rah I patio ano
Fp, sale 1975 camper
only .06 a square foot
Partly tented yarn In-s
,er 753 1372 .55k. for
,
iese! "v as 3Cre,1•00r
for normal cleaning.
Mart, between 7 3c 1
vi) and 2 iosivn ,stca rs
Free Estimates.
there are three paths 52 Boats Motors
759-1913
TA[,',(
, osetc
And
PublicSale
the 14 11
Cher,j1ket.
yo u name .1
o g 80770,, 10 horse
tam ,,,, r0Orn
enougr• to. aimost An, SO" a fri 'rate,
Three
eiitras -Ake new
Meulev.
•
Ty
*.
3 0617
Jon t Mar t Men 753 0057 or
Aluminum end Vinyl
„
•
,,,,.
long ( a', 751 119.7 itt lYta 19
siding and Aluminum
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rim for ell houses I
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or rent .4 beJrcwm
Jack Glover
Sit. 12th
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turn ,shel
753-1173
9-S p.m.
gas ^r, A, le"
I
Fun toted family room conii,t,er
Fierniture, asittorcycW
cooker() of A 753 .04$06 or 753 665;
and
clothes, odds end
,ir•••50e
kitchen look
out to a
18.' ;2'4 ,1,7..,
landscaped ye'') 47
gads.
Motorcycles
S,ted bedrooms
•71
t,
.1
an•' u Shaped k,1, Pan hti'l 554 Hon 'a
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11 ma • thiS it home to, • riitras 43' 443).8
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Realtors Call 753 1491
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„ •
2 1982 ix awasa. i,e)
House of the %Week
Bedroom ir/Im• ho,J8e
ke new '
515
Maids, In Lase
! Fri
00 1 acre Large per 15 rs) 0971
day end Sot. II it.. ti
Appliances and a.,
k
3
conditioner slay P• ed
heeter
h a •
to sell at $17000 call
Air
compressor, Spann Real?,, Asco,
e e
o'or
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✓ ear r 1 •
treadle Sager Sewial
753 7724
$1 1(6) si: 838s
Malone , jams sad
Large and iuxurioi . I
bedroom reside- e
las of 'Misr clothes,
49 Used Cars
Iltrattert Oh aw0011041glass dishes sad other
I 44.
only 3 miles west at 1963
Mile, 1
items.
Murray, adioining the LA Baron Ca 75i
I Can be lee, 621 Si •
Oaks Country Club
Five sets of loth At'er 11C
Course
•ie ,s,A•
lAeimless Sr vitt Co
43 Real Estate
sliding glass doors Men 1965 C.IMAr0 4 ypee,.4
aimless mut soni stain
onto private porct,es
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csstoe !fie sari
Home
patios
and
4,1,1 401,7 759
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Neel Estate
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today
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Nearing complet,on.
Mortar, Kentucky
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753-4451
house, price is right
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new
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Profasks/sal
Near the lake yet not vS1 37115
congested is this three
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Country
REDUCED
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'5) 4 8 7 2
hying at it's best 3
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JEWELERS
7
bedroom. 2 bath
flosnishion ivory met
Appl•ance reva•
fireplaces. 7211 6
••••
chime top sod interior,
--b/drksnop- 30'e/0 ter
all brands
:e ix
New Michels, 35,040
appen Cott 7Sfrtil ne
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Rudolph Howard dies today
W. Rudolph Howard,
65, 109 Williams Ave.,
died of natural causes today at 1.30 a.m. at his
home.
The Murray man was
minister of music emeritus of the First Baptist Church where he had
served in that position for
several years.
He attended Murray
State University and the
Southern Baptist
Seminary School of
Music He had served as
minister of music at First
Baptist Church.
Owensboro, from 1950-53
and at Belmont, Heights
Baptist Church.
Nashville, Tenn , from
1963-60 before returning
to the Murray church
Recently he had been

directing the Rudy
Howard and Share
singing group from the
Baptist Student Union.
Murray State University.
Thu group had planned to
leave Friday for a singing
tour of churches in the
state &Florida.
Born Oct. X, 1917, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Robert
Tellus Howard and Nora
Key Howard.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Opal Blalock
Howard, to whom he was
married on Dec 24, 1940;
one daughter, Mrs. _Ed
fJudyi Carroll, 1905
Gatesborough Circle; one
son. Dr Russell E
Howard and wife. Cindy,
309 Olive St
Also surviving are one
sister, MI'S
C.H.
Volenei Guthrie. Kt I.
Hazel; five grandchildren, Brian and
Kathryn Carroll. and
Robert, Mary Kay and
Kim Howard.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
the arrangements.

Mrs. Adams' Rites today for Mr.Simmons
Services for Charles Calloway County, he was
Leonard Simmons are to- the son of the late Lucian
rites Friday
Simmons and Jessie

The funeral for Mrs.
Dona Adams will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock'
Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate. Music will be by
choir of Grace Baptist
Church with Leland
Peeler as director and
Dwane Jones as organist
Pallbearers will be
Phillip Morris. Larry
Hurt. Billy Adams. Tommy Greer, Dewey Hall
and Burl Downey. Burial
will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs Adams. 75. 801
Story Ave , died Wednesday at 3.15 am at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a
member of Grace Baptist
Church and a retired cook
of Faxon School
Born Aug. 17. 1907, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
Charles W Clayton, 63,
Late George Moms and
404 South Ninth St., died
Alice Barnett Morris.
today at 9.22 am at
She is survived by her
Murray-Calloway County
husband, Aubrey Adams;
Hospital
one brother, Hardin Mor- He- wag '0' member of
ris, and two nephews.
Graves Morris and C D
Emmanuel Baptist
Morris. all of Murray;
Church, Murray. and a
Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth one aunt.' Mrs. Myrtie
Navy veteran of World
63, Rt. 8, died to- McDaniel, Paducah; two
War 11 He WM* Ai'reUred
electrical engineer for day at 1 30 a.m at the great-nephews and one
General Motors, Warren, Murray-Calloway County great-mere
Hospital. Her husband,
Mich
Korn Oct 3, 1919. in Ray Sinclair. died Nov.
Tennessee, he was the 28, 1978
The Murray woman
son of the late George
Clayton and Ethel Collier was a member of the
• First Christian Church
Clayton
Survivors ar his wife. and of the Murray Art
Sirs Eliz
th Hall Guild
Mrs. Vera Adams, 85,
Born Aug 11. 1919, in Evansville. Ind , died
clayton.; t .e.e sons.
James Clayton. Calloway County she was Wednesday afternoon at
Centerline, Mich .. the daughter of Mary the Wilburn Memorial
Charles E 'Clayton, Elizabeth Shroat Farley Hospital there. She was a.
and the late Otley Farley former resident of MurNash % ille, Ten , and
Mrs. Sinclair Is surviv- ray
Michael Clayton. Hardin
ed
by her mother. Mrs
Also surviving are two
Born Oct 19, 1897, in
Elizabeth Farley. Rt.' 8; Murray, she was the
brothers, Richard
Clayton and James two sons, Kenneth daughter of the late Gus
Clayto n , both of Sinclair, Nashville, Grogan and .Mary Alice
Michigan. eight grand- Tenn., and David Boatwright Grogan
Sinclair, 1702 Farmer
children
'
She was a member of
Ave.. one grandson, the Memorial
Blalock -Coleman
Baptist
Brian Sinclair, Murray.
Funeral Home will be in
Church. Murray
Graveside services will
charge of funeral and
Survivors include two
be conducted by Dr sisters, Mrs. Gussie
burial arrangements.
David Roos at 11 a.m Grogan Gold
and Mrs.
Saturday at Murray City Mary Louise Vessel'.
Cemetery
Evansville. Ind ; one
Witirf D. Sisle Mattel •••••
Friends may call from brother, Oatman
;a AIL
G
ew.haw 4rem Hog lisite4 3 to 9 p.m Friday and Grogan, Murray.
vos
UAW.*
Ito
Mobs
I IMF
Keiser(
Saturday morning prior
Ka. ropta 4.1 Si Val 'IS Matruers &
The funeral will be
tsets %won Iran VII Its good, to to the services.
111
Saturday
at 2 p.m. in the
. Strew, wort 10 to dead/
W."
The family requests chapel of J.H.
LI VI La
Churchill
that expressions of sym- Funeral Home.
:3:1•431to
Dr. Jer4171141112s
pathy be in the form of rell White will
I 7 7a.e.Its
officiate.
donations to the First
Seel
Burial will follow in
. ?TN,WI its
Christian Church Elm Grove
I IWO.As
Cemetery
Memorial Fund or the
)45 MO Zs
Friends may call at the
;I
American Cancer Socie- funeral
I Mall Da
home after 9 a.m.
ty.
Ar IWO
Saturdat

C.W. Clayton

dies today

at hospital

Mrs. Sinclair
dies; services
on Saturday

Mrs. Adams
dies; funeral
here Saturday

Hog market

day at 2 p.m. in the
LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians,
Parts. Tenn. The Rev.
Jimmy Allison is officiating.
Burial will follow in
New Providence
Cemetery in Calloway
County

Mr Simmons. 84,
Henry. Tenn. died Tuesday night at Henry County General Hospital.
Pans. Tenn Heformerly
was employed as a
security guard in Detroit.
Mich ,and as a dnver for
Yellow Cab Co.. Parts
Born Oct 1898. in

Virginia Burton Sunman'. He was a member
of the Shady Grove Baptist Church.
His first wife, the
former Gertie Manning,
preceded him in death.
He later married the
former LAWS Grooms who
died Dec. X, 1982. A son,
Charles Lelan Smith,
died in 1979.
Survivors are two
sisters, Mrs. Mary
Housden, Rt. 2, Hazel.
and Mrs. Eva Hutson,
Puryear, Tenn.; one
brother, -Oren Simmons,
Rt. 2. Hazel; four grandchildren

Johnny Carson, wife
file divorce petitions
'I.(kS ANGELES AP
"Tonight Show" host
Johnny Carson and his
wife, Joanna, have both
filed, divorce petitions,
ending months of
speculation that their 10year marriage was
foundering.
Mrs Carson's attorney.
Arthur J. Crowley. 'said
the main -difference between the lawsuits was a
conflict over when the
couple had separated.
"They (Carson) claim
November, we claim
March 4." Crowley said
The earlier separation
date could mean more
money for . Carson since
he specifically asks to be
awarded his post'
separation income. '
. Both lawsuits cite irreconcilable differences
as the reason for ending
the marriage, and both
ask that disposition of
corrimunity property be
decided in court. Mrs.
Carson asks for spousal
support.
Carson, 57. and his
wife, a former model who
is 15 years his junior,
were wed Sept. 30. 1972.
She was his third wife.
Asked why both Carson
and his wife decided to
file suits, Crowley
replied "1 assume it's
because he wanted to file
one and she wanted to file
one."
Carson last October'

celebrated his 20th anniversary as host of
NBC's late -night
''Tonight" show. At that
tune, he announced signing of a new three-year
contract with the network
Terms were not disclosed, but he reportedly had
been making more than
$5 million a year under
his previous pact and is
one of the highest-paid
entertainers in television.
('arson has three adult
children from previous
marriages; he and Joanna Carson had no
luldren.

REGIONAL CHEERLEADERS LAURELS — Pictured is the Girls Varsity
Cheerlesding Squad of Murray High School. who took Regional Runner-Up
Honors at The KAPOS (Kentucky Association of Pep Organizations and Sponsors) Contest at Marshall County lad week-end. The winning squad was
Reidland Varsity Girls and they will represent the region at Richmond. Ky. The
Murray squad captured district honors to move into the Regional competition.
The sponsors for the cheerleaders are Diane Wilson and Gail Farris. The squad
includes(from left, first row)ICild Karotmis; Kim Greene; Greer Houston; (semeld row) Alicia Nunnally; Bekah Brock; Emily Apperson, co-captain; (third
row)Lindy Knight; Caroline Schoenfeldt, co-captain; and Kim Sykes.
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V(' Tournament

Congratulations Racers,
Conference Champs
Good Luck In The NC Tourney

-NUMBER ONE RACER FANS — From left: Steve Lindsey, Steve Barrow, Wes Mapes and Tim Watters.
"Go Racers!"
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Racer season...
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(-Continued from Page 9(
:14 .1 Lamont SleeLs led
the scoring with 16 points
1:1 in the first half
I. 114-2i Southeastern
Louisiana 75, Murray
State 65 (Jan. 24 at
Hammond)
STARTERS. Green.
('urran. Hood. Stewart
and Sleets The Racers
visit to I Anosikina was an
unpleasant one as the
S1.1; 1.ions ended Murra 's 14-game winning
streak MSU trailed by
(mly five at 6 42 but a 19-3
run by SLU put the Lions
up 42-21 at halftime The
Racers, forced to play
catch-up, ciruld get no
closer than the final 75-65
margin SLI! center
Jerry Kelly paced all
scorers with 22 points,
while Ricky 11(xxi's 14 led
Murray
W (15-21 Murray State
81, Austin Peay 77 Jan.
29 at Murray
STARTERS: Green.
Curran, Hood. Stewart
and Sleets. Murray State
returned to ()V(' action
with a come-from-behind
decision over Austin
Pray APSU used eight
three-point baskets to
take a 42-32 lead at the
half. .MSU trailed the entire second half until two
Sammy Curran free
throws put the Racers
ahead for good, 76-75 at
1 45 Glen Green hit three
chanty shots in the last 17
seconds to "Ice" the
win. Green, with 15 second half points, led all
scorers with 36 points,
while APSU forward Lenny Manning led the Gcrvs
with 25
(16-2) Murray State
71. Youngstown State 74
(Feb. 4a1 Youngstown I
STARTERS: Green,
Curran, Hood. Stewart
and Sleets. MSU's trip to
"Ice Valley" began on a
positive note with the
Racers' second win over
the Penguins...Murray
darted fast, building up
as much as a 19-point lead
in the first half.. Glen
Green and Lamont Sleets
each scored 13 points in
the half as the Racers
shot 56.1 percent from the
floor-..The second half
saw YSU fight beck to tie
the score late, but sint:
straight Racer points put
the • game away...Green
(23 points)and Sleets(21)
lad the scoring, aa the
Racers shot U.S from the
field while holding
Youngstown to 0.1 per
CUM
'
L(114) Abe.

ray State 76 Feb 5 at
Akron(
STARTERS: Green,
Curran, Hood, Stewart
and Sleets Akron's Joe
Jakubick scored a school
record 47 points as the
Zips avenged an earlier
season lass at Racer
Arena Two three-point
baskets by Jakubick at
the end of the first half
helped give Akron a 41-31
lead The Racers could
get no closer than five in
the second half as Akron
went on to win Glen
Green led Racer scorers
with 25 points
W (17-3) Murray State
92. 'Eastern Illinois 82
( Feb. 7 at Murray
STARTERS: Green,
Curran, Hood, Stewart
and, Sleets. The Racers
second meeting with
Eastern Illinois marked
the debut of transfer forward Craig Jones as a
Racer. Jones scored six
points.. The rest of the
Racers scored 86 points in
a 9242 victory...Ricky
Hood scored a careerhigh 33 points. with 23 in a
I2-point Racer first
half.. The two teams
played even in the second
half, with Murray's 1$.
point halftime margin
holding up.. Glen Green
followed Hood with 29
points.
( 17-4) Tennessee
Tech 78, Murray State 73
(Feb.31 at kturray)
STARTERS: Green.
Curran, Hood. Stewart
and Sleets. Murray lost
their second consecutive
conference game dropping a decision at home to
the Golden Eagles.. The
g ame was close
throughout the first half,
with Tech pulling out to a
18-32 lead aCt,he
break.. The Racers were
unable to catch up, getting no closer than four
points.. Glen Green led
aU scorers with 29 points,
but was not enough to offset the shooting (13.1 percent in the second half) of
the Golden Eagles.
W (184) Murray State
74, Central State IS(Feb.
U at Murray)
STARTERS: Green.
Hood, Youngblood,
Preston and Sleets. Murray State appeared to
have no Amble early
with Wiles U school
Central liar. but Imo
three-pelat basketj by the
Marauders kept. tbssb
doe by ballthne...Uarsey head Ceatrat State le
•
11.1 portent in 'the

second half (0-for-7 on
three-pointersi as the
Racers pulled away to an
16-point win...(;len Green
21 pountsi and Lamont
Sleets I 201 led the scoring
W (19-4i Murray State
80, Middle Tennessee 69
(Feb.11tat
Murfreesboro)
STARTERS: Curran,
Hood, Youngblood. Sleets
and Green. Murray remauled unbeaten in this
season's OVC televised
games by downing Middle Tennessee for the second time. .The Racers
never trailed, building up
leads as much as 13
points in the first half
behind 15 points from
Glen Green and 14 from
l,amont Sleets...The second half saw the Racers
remain in control.
shooting 60.3 percent
from the floor for the
game...Green 126 points,
and Sleets i 251 again paced the scoring.
L (111-6) Austin Peay 77,
Murray State 16 (Feb. 25
at ClartsviBe)
STARTERS: Curran,
Hood, Youngblood, Sleets
and Green. Murray fell
Into a first place tie with
Morehead by dropping a
decision to Austin
Peay...Lenny.
Manning's
Jumper at 14:00 in the
first half put APSU ahead
to stay...Peay led at the
half, 37-27, behind 13
points from Greg Andrews...The Racers could
get no closer than flirti
points in the second
half...Murray connected
on one more field goal
than Peay (28-25 but was
outpointed at the charity
stripe by a 23-8
margin...Andrews led all
scorers (27 points). while
MSU was topped by Glen
Green's 17.
L (1114) LoidavWe
Marra State.56 (Feb. U
at
)
STARTERS: Green,
Curran. Hood. Stewart
and Sleets. National
power Louisville ran ho
trouble against the
Racers with Murray
heeding by nine at one
point (14-71-. Two tree
throws by Glen Green put
the Racers ahead at the
half. 27-36—Murray held
the Cardinals to only 36.11
pecan from the field in
the half—The second ME
saw the Murray's
Manors gat hdo foul treehie. but the Raiers
stayed wale strides
distance. Not until UM

Wagner's three-point
play ( basket and free
throw' with 1. n remaining could Louisville relax
with a 61-51 lead...Milt
Wagner scored 20 of his
game high 22 points in the
second half...Murray was
led by Glen Green's 19.
W (204) Murray State
85, Eastern Kentucky 63
(Mar.4 at Murray)
STARTERS: Curran,
Davis, Hood. Sleets and
Green. For the second
time in three years the
Racers posted their 20th
victory. The victory kept
the Racers tied for first
place in the OVC setting
up a showdown game the
next night against
Morehead...Murray
played a strong first half,
shooting 56.3 percent
from the field. Lamont
Sleets' three-point basket
gave the Racers a 42-32
halftime advantage...Murray increased their lead to 22
points on several occasions in the second half,
Including the final 8543
margin...Sleets led all
scorers with 19 points.
W (214) Murray State

CHEERING- ON THE RACERS — With a 214
regular moon slate. Murray State's cheerleaders
and fans have had plenty of reasons to shout.
72, Morehead State 60
(Mar.Sat Murray)
STARTERS: Curran,
Davis, Hood, Sleets and
Green. Murray State
became the 191243 OVC
regular season champions by downing second
place Morehead
State...Murray took the

lead for good on a Lamont
Sleets 15 footer at 6:30
(25-21)-Murray led 37-33
at halftime as Sleets hit
for 18 points...Morehead
could not cut into Murray's lead in the second
half with the Racers hitting 56 percent on field
goalii...Sleets led the
scoring with 29 points.

You're
Thanks
Racers
For Letting Us
Be
A
Part
Of
Coke
The Team
Enjoy
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OVC Tournament

Racer season...
(Continued from Page 4
I Jan. 11 at Charleston
STARTERS:
nriall. !limo'. Stewart
Anil Sleets
in to the
game. Ell brill a record
it 0-11 but !lad lost In the
like,of Purdue Missouri
mid 'Illinois state 'l lie
Panther, pia%
at
tintt&i. lscJ ti% asiiiii h as
plants in the fit sI
‘El t.' shot lie. 7 per, era from the floor in the
fir ,t half but Ili 1)1)111% 41vr at intermission The
yrs broke open a
•looNe
.in the
.41,1 half on 90 pert vitt
free thr'ow a
r
%1St' was 34 of 39
from the line 1amont
Sleets 11-for-11. Brian
Stewart 8-for-8
Glen
Green and Elt-s
WI
ss shared scoring
honors 14 101 22 points
eiii h
W 112-1 i Murray State
92, Tennessee Tech 86
4Jan. 14 at Cookeville
STARTERS: Green.
('urran. IlloOd. Stewart
and Sleets The Racers

played before .the ()V('
Friday Night Live
J:ameras for Ow first of
three televised Racer
games MSU scored the..
first five points of the
game but again trailed at
halftime. 39-35 Murray
went ahi%sil to stay. in the second half. 43-41. on
i ;len 4 ;rein'
-up The
Raters took their biggest
lead. 7,8-64 at I 57 and
held off a Tech rall) at
the end MM. shot 547
pcri• l• fit train the
field
flood and
1.amont Sleets topped the
scoring with 24 points
each
W 03-1 Murray State
63. SW-Edwardsville 44
I Jan. 18 at Murray
STARTERS: Green,
l'urran. !food. Stewart
and Sleets MS1.1 never
trailed against the
l'ougIrs front Edwardsville After leading 3321; at the half. Murray ex-,
tended their lead to the
final 63-44 margin. The
Racers shot 51 percent
from the field and 78 6

percent front the
line SIU-K could sink
only two of 10 free
tosses Ricky Ihiod's 15
points and 12 rebounds
ler, both teams,
W 114-11 Murray State
61; Middle Tennessee 54
(Jan_ 21 at Murray i
STARTERS:
rein,
Vurran. Hood. Stewart
and Meets The OV,C-Frida‘ Nighl Licu cameras
were in a mild out Racer
Arena to see the Racers
Play the defending UV(
Tournament .cha nipllns MM' led 22-11 on
Walt Davis' three pointer,
at 6 50 and took a eventual 28-21' halftime
lead Middle went ahead
by seven points with 13:00
to. go before Murray
outscored the Blue
Raiders 20-5 over the next
8:45. Muftile could get no
closer than four points
behind after
that. Neither- team shot
well from the. floor with
Murray., hitting 36.2 percent and MTSU onis
(Continued= Page 11
SIXTH MAN — Murray State senior
Walt Davis has been the team's most
consistent reserve in his four years with
the Racers. The 64 forward hails from
Evansville. Ind.

* Free tokens with $2.00 purchase
* Family Fun for all
* Newest games in town "
* Additional tokens 1 for 25', 5 for $1.00
Cdpetvoi Shopping Colour(Acre's From Stadium)
.v 4 y S.,1 .c

SOFTSHELL SUNDAY
FANS IN THE STANDS — Murray State basketball supporters will be wafting
for the Racers to demonstrate in the Ohio Valley Conference tournament whet
made them regular selson champions.

2

$159

11.F. a

-

II

I III

Pill 11, K.

I 1114.1 11

(Continued from Page 2)
wand the next
season, coaching Murray
State to a 20-6 regular
season finish and a coChampionship in the Ohio
- Valley Conference. Suddenly, Greene had followed his "longest year in
coaching" with one of his
Inca enjoyable seasons.
The pleasure didn't. end
when the regular season
was over. After losing by
three points in the finals
of the 011C post-season
tournament, the Racers
were extended an invitation to the 1980 NIT
brackets. So began the
saga
of
"Hon
'
s
Road
Show
Murray State became
the Cinderella club of the
NIT.' knocking off
Jacksonville and
Alabama.. both On the.
road It was after the
Alabama win that Greene
wat; tagged • with the
.•Wizard of the
Backwoods" mekname.
The Racers finally lost,
by two points at Illinois to
a strong Illini team. But
Greene had made has
point: Murray State was
a loser no more.
MSU went 17-10 the
following year, never los-

mg in 11 home games al
5,500 seat Racer Arena in
Murray. When the
Racers traveled to
Evansville for a holiday
tournament in December
1981. Greene's accomplishments prompted
these comments b
Evansville Courier sports
editor Bill Fluty.
"A word to the Wise In
,basketball, never count
out Hon Greene In this
hook. the Murray State
magician
ranks ammor
the top ten coaches the
country. A close look at
his credentials helps prove the point. He can dee a
lot with a
"
sorcer%
'
lirceflr
S
reached the- limelight
again when MSU finished
20-8 in 1981-82. won
another co-championship
in the OVC-and gained its
second NIT bid in three
years
This season. the. Racers
have perhaps their most
talented team ever. and
Greene, capitalizing on
the marvelou.s skills of
his current unit, has guni:
ed them to a 21-6 regular
season record.
Lest one think that
Greene acquired his
magic touch when he

get awfully excited as
think about winning the notional championship. This
motivates me and gets me
going.'
- Ron Greene
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first head (-thee:long
job was ht I Aiyola of
Orleans. where he took
over in

Mg at the age eel

big tune basketball school
nevertheless
Lee!. °tit
achieved a 12-10 record in
Greene's first year That
included a WID trVer even tual Rig Ten Champion
Michigan State.
When the University of
New Orleans was looking
for someone to take oVer
as head basketball coach
and athletic director in
1968. they didn't have to
2;. Atlinittedt) not a
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SUNDAY SPECIAL
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6 oz. Sirloin

Our Steaks Are Broiled
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, rergri. going tie
1.1'4
crri a it t•
Ate
this season against •Icto11
post-season tournament
It ailing- Ill tit-. t••••t I to
ding NIT champion
OAii pre‘, loos
play four tinier, in six
c.ii
Bradley, I lreen was a %irseasons and twice huskSleets hall .1% el:10N I II" 8
tual one-iitaii wrecking
ing it .to the national
and Ii; 7 points. respellcrew, scoring a career
finals. The Privateers
tivel$ .
earning
all high :11 points and grabbkept up their winning
ereitil•
taint
ing 14 rebounds The
ways when they, moved
ieIIipteigiis
Racers cut the Braves up,
up to thvision I status in
Sleets has color thick
winning '40-6;
1975, finishing 18-8 in
strong this .SeaS1111. MainThe play that nicest e taining is scoring average
their first year at that
level.
Racer fans remember
of over I? points per
best from last season inLooking for new
game' while helping the
volved (;reen Murray
challenges, Greene next
Racers to their,fast start
moved .up to Mississippi State led Notre Dame by
Green. Hood and Sleel-s
two points with time runState In 1977 After
give I:reerie all the ingrening out when Green, who
building a successful prodients hi. needs to cook up
had been knocked to the
gram at New Orleans
a potent •'wizant's brew"
floor by an Irish elbow,
from scratt'h, it was a
and provide the Racers
rose from the deck to
simple task indeed for the
•ith some national
block a shot to Save the
Wizard to conjure up
rkognit
and success
Racers'56-54 win at South
some wins in Starkville,
Hut. as tic's proven Ste
Bend With that Murray
at a Reheat that was
man) times in the past,
already established in the , State win, the Racers
1:reene need.s no niagic to
big-time Southeastern
became one of the
win. Simply, the man
Conference.
forerunners in the "Realknows how to (-leach
The Bulldogs went 18-9
in Greene's only year at
•
• Final OVC Standings
Mississippi State,
Orr(
ba
0
finishing second in the
• -• Os,it, "*.•••
SEC to the Jacli Givens•Auro•roocl
,
•••••loan
3 , to.
Rick Robey-Kyle Macy
Almon
•
I '1
national championship
I&mon ItorshA
OtAniiOh'wt.., YOU
•
Kentucky group. The
Pool,
'Dogs' turnaround helped
••••••••
a
,
O&M., tele
Greene gain national
recognition as a topflight
math. He was named
OVC Tournament Winners
SEC Coach of the Year
(Pwrodorr
*wimps.
after lifting -Mississippi
••••••••••• •r
Con. t.•
State from their acI Mar.•r
klar011o or'.
Ilkoolli• kale
customed medicrity.
••••••//ft•
%vie

But his stay in
Starkville was short
Lured back to Murray
State by his loyalty to his
alma mater and by •
lucrative conract. Greene
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OVC Tournament

1982-83
Ohioi
Valley
2onference
Champions

KINLAKE'S WEEKEND SPECIALS
Ky. Lake
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1111-1 US!
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Nor
Southern Style Fried Chicken Ky
Country Horn. Spicy. Barbecue Spate
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Solod Bar and Beverage
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C Tournament

Racer season...
(Continued from Page 31
• Vada Martin was 7-for-7
from the field.
W 47-11 Murray State
93, F'ordam 63(Dec. 28 at
UAB Classic)
STARTERS: Green.
Martin. Hood, Stewart
and Sleets. MSU travelled to Birminghani, -Ali.
I or the UAB
Classic_First round opponent Fordhani fell
behind quickly and was
never in the game despite
the play of the Rams'
David Maxwell I 22 points
and 14 rebounds)...Lamont Sleets scored 14 of
his 19 points in the first
half.. Starting guards
Sleets and Brian Stewart
19 points i combjned for
16 baskets in 20 altenopts
as the Racers shot 59.2
percent from the
floor...Consistant Glen
Green paced all scorers
with 20 points.
W 18-11 Murray State
8 1 , AlabamaBirminghilin 75 Dec. 29
at UAB Classicl
STARTERS: Green.
Martin, Hood. Stewart
and Sleets. Outstanding
second half play by Ricky
Hood helped give Murray
State the UAB Classic
championship hood's 29
points and, 10 rebounds

tett - both squads...MSU
trailed at the half )36-35
the second half was dose
until the Racers'
ouseored LIAli 14-7 to take
a 71-62 lead that the
Blazers could. not overcome...Tourney MV P
(Oen r.lreen scored 23
points.. Hood and 1.a nand Sleets were choseri
to the All-Tournament
team
W t9-1i Murray State
92, Youngstown State 8.1
I Jan. 7 at Murray )
STARTERS: Green.
Curran. Hood. Stewart
and Sleets. The Racers
returned to OVC action
with a win over
Youngstown. .MSU raced
out to a 42-32 halftime
lead behind tarn Green's
18 points...Murray- built
an 18 point lead in the second half on route to the
win ..Green led all
scorers with 29 points.
while Ricky Hood tossed
in 25.
W 10-1 I Murray State
90, Akron- 79 Jan: 8 at
Murray I
STARTERS: Green.
Curran, HoOd. Stewart
and Sleets. The Racers
won their 10th straight
game, defeating Akron
and Joe Jakutack The
Zips led 32-31 at halftime.

holding Murray to 39 4
percent from the field in
the half The s.'cmid half
remained close until.consecutlYe three-point
baskets by Glen (liven.

and I.amont Sleets put
the Racers up 5a-4; at
12 tr Akron a as Unable
to get any closer, than
three points bet id
thereafter %1St' Mot

ii2
percent froni the
floIor In the si.4
half

:111

_didate .1.11tutock 1e,i :A u
scorers %Rh .t.i [1411111N.
while Murra$ had three

-

pl.IN \
.1
pintNlect.s And 1.14-cfl
W 11-1 ) Mun-.1 State
84, Kastent Illinois al
Continued on Page 9

OM%

.42.
44
.
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LOOKING FOR HELP — Junior college transfer Craig Jones (441 looks for Racer teammate David
Youngblood 1321 dunng Saturday's game against Morehead State in Racer Arena
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OVC Tournament

The way it Was

First game loss no indication of Racers'season
(EDITORS NOTE The following is a gameby-game summary of the
198243 Murray State
basketball season.)
L (0-1) West Virginia
Tech 64, Murray State 75
(Nov. Vat Murray
STARTERS: (;reen,
Martin, Hood, Stewart
and Sleets West Virginia
Tech took a 10-point lead
at the half behind Sedate
Threatt's 18 points.. The
Racers managed to catch
up late in the second half
but were unable to overcome their 112 field goal
shooting 'though Ricky
Hood was 10-for-13)as
Tech pulled away. .Murray stayed within striking
distance with a .824 ( 14-

.17 showing from the
line. The Golden Bear
duo of Threatt 4301 and
Antoine Scott 1291 accounted for 5904 Tech's 84
pnints...Ftick.y Hood led
Murray with 20 points
and nine rebounds.
W (1-1) Murray State
90, Bradley 67 (Nov. 29 at
Murray)
STARTERS: Green,
Martin, Hood. Stewart
and Sleets. The Racers
won their first game of
the season over the defending NIT champion
Bradley Braves. Murray
went up 46-41 at the half,
highlighted by Glen
Green's 1,000th career
point...MSU came out
smoking in the second

half while pulling away
and coasting to a 23point...Bradly was held to
38.2 percent from the
field.. Green led all
scorers with a careerhigh 31 points followed by
Ricky Hood and Lamont
Sleets with 19 apiece.
W (2-1) Murray State
63, Southern IllinoisCarbondale 41 (Dec. 2 at
Murray)
STARTERS: Martin,
Davis, Hood, Sleets, and
Green. In a deliberately
played, game, Murray
State avenged a 1961 loas
at Carbondale...The
Racers held SIU-C to 15
points in the first
half...MSU went on to 00
ahead by more than 20

points in the second
half.. Glen Green took
scoring honors with 20
points, while no Saluki
managed double
figures...S1U-C shot .323
from the field as Murray
continued to play impressive defense.
W (3-1) Murray State
99, McNeese State 77
(Dec.4.1 Murray)
STARTERS: Martin,
Curran, Hood, Sleets and
Green. Lamont Sleets
scored 19 of his career.
high 32 points in Murray's
60-point second half as
the Racers downed
McNeese State, 9977...The Racers trailed by
as much as 10 points in
the first half before trimming the Cowboy lead to
43-39 at halftime...The second half was highlighted
by a three-point battle
between Sleets and
McNeese State's Joe
Dumars. The two combined for 12 long range attempts in the half and 23
for the game. Steady
Glen Green followed
Sleets in the Racer score
book with 20 points, while
Dinners led the Cowboys
with 20.

W (4-1) Murray State
81, Bowling Green 71
(Dec. 6 at Bowling
Green)
STARTERS: Martin,
Curran, Hood, Sleets and
Green. The Racers
started fast in their initial
road encounter against
the Bowling Green
Falcons, pulling out to a
1S-point kid by halftime,
44-29...The Racers appeared to have the game
well in hand when Lamont Sleets' jumper put
Murray ahead 66-50 with
8:59 to play, but Bowling
Green fought back, cutting the margin to the
final three-point
deficit.. Both teams shot
well from the field with
Bowling Green hitting
65.4 percent and MSU 64.8
( 16-19 in the second
half ...Sleets led Murray
with 18 points.
W (5-1) Murray State
$S, Eastern Kentucky 63
(Dec. 17 at Richmond)
STARTERS: Martin,
Curran, Hood, Sleets and
Green. The Racers trip
through the OVC's
"Death Valley" started
on a successful note as
MSU stopped

Eastern.. Glen Green
scored 14 of his gamehigh V points in the first
half as the Racers led 4032 at intermission...Murray steadily pulled away
in the second half with
their biggest lead being
the final 86-63
margin...The Racers shot
52.2 percent from the
field while holding
Eastern to 39.7.
W (6-1) Murray State
96, Morehead State $e
(Dec. 11 at Morehead)
STARTERS: Green,
Martin, Hood, Stewart
and Sleets. The Racers'
"Big Three" (Glen
Green, Ricky Hood and
Lamont Sle.ets I accounted for 71 qf Murray's 96 pointi in a hard
fought, victory at
Morehead...Morehead
led only once in the game.
( early in the first half)
but the outcome was in
doubt throughout the con-.
test.. Timely free throws
by Green and Brian
Stewart accounted for the
Racers' last six
points.. Green 126), Hood
( 23) and Sleets (721 topped the scoring, while
(Continued on Page 4)

"Our Clothes Make Peo

"Getting the beg Of•Onythirig ifkiiciWing where to
find it.. And when it comes to Fine Fashions, think of
The Ploce.- Dressing Murray 'People with a true
knowledge of Fashion Trends has given us o reputation our customers respect. We have clothes for oil
occasions.
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Greene turns around program
with a wave of his wand
By KEN WALKER
He doesn't do it with
mirrors. He's never been
known to pull a rabbit out
of a hat. He doesn't use
secret formulas or magic
potions.
In fact, Ron Greene
doesn't use magic at all
when he takes over a college basketball program.
It lust seems that way.
Greene, the mastermind who has turned
around the Murray State
University basketball fortunes in the last four
years, was dubbed the
''Wizard of the
Backwoods" in 1980 by an
Alabama writer, a
takeoff on John Wooden's
old "Wizard of
Westwood" title when he
was guiding UCLA to the
national championship
every year.
"Wizard of the
Backwoods" is certainly

'...never count out Ron
Greene...A close look at his
credentials helps prove the
point. He can do a lot with
a little.'
— Bill Fluty, sports editor
Evansville Courier
an appropriate label for
the 44-year-old Greene.
You see, Greene has a
penchant for taking over
downtrodden college
teams and leading them
tonnexpected heights.
For instance, when
Greene accepted the head
coaching position at Murray State t his alma
miter) in 1978, he was
taking over a program

that had seen four losing
seasons in the previous
five years. His first year
with the Racers, 1970-79,
produced only a 4-22
record, but it was more a
case of the team's personnel matching the record
than of any coaching
shortcomings on
Greene's part.
The wizard waved his
(Continued on Pages)

on the cover
Teemnuites and fans look on as All-Ohio Valley Conference forward Ricky
Hood takes his turn at cutting down the net following Murray State's 7240 win
over Morehead State. The victory gave the 114 Racers the conference title and
the right to host the post-season tournament Friday and Saturday.

Welcome OVC
Teams
Fans-& Officials!
MURRAY
US HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

'THE WIZARD' — Ron Greene's style of coaching and producing winning
basketball programs has earned turn the title of "The Wizard of the
Backwoods."

Western Sizzlin Steak House'

BLOW'EM
OUT RACERS!
9 Oz. Ribeye

$549

With Choice Of Potato

5 Oz.Sirloin Tips

$109

With Choice Of Potato

11

1411 heat Salad Bari

Western Sizzlin
406 12th

759-9555
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Information
and photographs for this section
came from Doug Vance, Murray
State sports information director.
and Barry Johnson, university
photographer.
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a special section of
Narray Ledger & Tunes

'The Wizard of the
Backwoods' waves
his wand over Marray State's basketball program and
Cinderella getsan invitation to thO ball.
See Page 2

There were good
games and there
were bad games but
Murray State en-

joyed one of its best
cageseasonsever.
See Page3

